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ABSTRACT 

Coronary computed tomography angiography (CTA) has a high negative predictive value 

for ruling out coronary artery disease with non-invasive evaluation of the coronary arteries. My 

work has attempted to provide metrics that could increase the positive predictive value of 

coronary CTA through the use of dual energy CTA imaging. After developing an algorithm for 

obtaining calcium scores from a CTA exam, a dual energy CTA exam was performed on patients 

at dose levels equivalent to levels for single energy CTA with a calcium scoring exam. Calcium 

Agatston scores obtained from the dual energy CTA exam were within ±11% of scores obtained 

with conventional calcium scoring exams. In the presence of highly attenuating coronary calcium 

plaques, the virtual non-calcium images obtained with dual energy CTA were able to successfully 

measure percent coronary stenosis within 5% of known stenosis values, which is not possible 

with single energy CTA images due to the presence of the calcium blooming artifact. After 

fabricating an anthropomorphic beating heart phantom with coronary plaques, characterization of 

soft plaque vulnerability to rupture or erosion was demonstrated with measurements of the 

distance from soft plaque to aortic ostium, percent stenosis, and percent lipid volume in soft 

plaque. A classification model was developed, with training data from the beating heart phantom 

and plaques, which utilized support vector machines to classify coronary soft plaque pixels as 

lipid or fibrous. Lipid versus fibrous classification with single energy CTA images exhibited a 17% 

error while dual energy CTA images in the classification model developed here only exhibited a 

4% error. Combining the calcium blooming correction and the percent lipid volume methods 

developed in this work will provide physicians with metrics for increasing the positive predictive 

value of coronary CTA as well as expanding the use of coronary CTA to patients with highly 

attenuating calcium plaques. 
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CHAPTER 1 ABSTRACT AND SPECIFIC AIMS 

ABSTRACT 

Coronary computed tomography angiography (CTA) has a high negative predictive value 

for ruling out coronary artery disease with non-invasive evaluation of the coronary arteries. My 

work has attempted to provide metrics that could increase the positive predictive value of 

coronary CTA through the use of dual energy CTA imaging. After developing an algorithm for 

obtaining calcium scores from a CTA exam, a dual energy CTA exam was performed on patients 

at dose levels equivalent to levels for single energy CTA with a calcium scoring exam. Calcium 

Agatston scores obtained from the dual energy CTA exam were within ±11% of scores obtained 

with conventional calcium scoring exams. In the presence of highly attenuating coronary calcium 

plaques, the virtual non-calcium images obtained with dual energy CTA were able to successfully 

measure percent coronary stenosis within 5% of known stenosis values, which is not possible 

with single energy CTA images due to the presence of the calcium blooming artifact. After 

fabricating an anthropomorphic beating heart phantom with coronary plaques, characterization of 

soft plaque vulnerability to rupture or erosion was demonstrated with measurements of the 

distance from soft plaque to aortic ostium, percent stenosis, and percent lipid volume in soft 

plaque. A classification model was developed, with training data from the beating heart phantom 

and plaques, which utilized support vector machines to classify coronary soft plaque pixels as 

lipid or fibrous. Lipid versus fibrous classification with single energy CTA images exhibited a 17% 

error while dual energy CTA images in the classification model developed here only exhibited a 

4% error. Combining the calcium blooming correction and the percent lipid volume methods 

developed in this work will provide physicians with metrics for increasing the positive predictive 

value of coronary CTA as well as expanding the use of coronary CTA to patients with highly 

attenuating calcium plaques. 
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1.1 Aim 1: Engineer Anthropomorphic Beating Heart Phantom 

 In order to develop coronary plaque assessment methods from dual energy CT imaging, 

comparisons had to be made between existing methods and proposed methods. Aim 1 was to 

engineer an anthropomorphic beating heart phantom with variable heart rates, injected iodine 

contrast material, and soft plaques deposits. The engineered phantom provided the initial 

comparisons crucial for validating the proposed methods that would be successful in patient 

imaging. 

 

1.2 Aim 2: Quantify Coronary Calcium Plaque with Dual Energy CT Angiography 

 Single energy cardiac imaging requires one non-iodinated scan for coronary calcium 

quantification and one iodinated scan for coronary artery patency assessment. Dual energy 

cardiac imaging has the added benefit of quantifying vessel patency and possibly lipid content, 

but one dual energy scan requires the radiation dose of two single energy scans. Aim 2 was to 

develop a method for quantifying calcium from an iodinated dual energy scan. This would make it 

possible to perform dual energy cardiac imaging at the same radiation dose as single energy 

cardiac imaging but with the added benefit of tissue/material quantification. 

 

1.3 Aim 3: Correct Calcium Blooming Artifact with Dual Energy CT Angiography 

 Conventional polychromatic images are susceptible to the calcium blooming artifact in 

coronary arteries. In the presence of highly attenuating or densely populated coronary calcium 

plaques, window and level settings with polychromatic images can cause the calcium blooming 

artifact and potentially misrepresent the stenosis due to calcium plaque. Aim 3 was to correct for 

the calcium blooming artifact through the use of DECT material basis images which can remove 

calcium from the DECT angiographic images. With calcium removed in the DECT material basis 

images, accurate stenosis evaluation could be made with non-invasive DECT imaging. 
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1.4 Aim 4: Characterize Coronary Soft Plaque Vulnerability with Dual Energy CT Angiography 

Several characteristics of coronary soft plaque indicate the vulnerability to rupture or 

erosion, and lipid volume in soft plaque is perhaps the most important characteristic given that 

80% of all coronary events are due to rupture involving lipid content. Unfortunately, single energy 

techniques are unable to accurately quantify lipid content due to beam hardening effects. Aim 4 

was to characterize coronary soft plaque vulnerability by quantifying lipid volume in soft plaques 

using a Support Vector Machine model with multiple dual energy image types such as virtual 

monochromatic and material basis images. With accurate lipid volume measurements, soft 

plaque vulnerability and risk of coronary events could be developed. 
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CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND AND CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE 

 

Cardiovascular disease is responsible for 30% of all deaths worldwide each year 

(Guilbert 2003). Cardiovascular disease includes myocardial infarction, angina, coronary 

insufficiency, coronary death, stroke, transient ischemic attacks, congestive heart failure, 

hypertension, valvular heart defects, and congenital heart defects (Fuster 2008). Myocardial 

infarction was selectively assessed on an international level by the INTERHEART study, which 

identified the mitigating risk factors for myocardial infarction across 52 countries (Yusuf et al. 

2004). The INTERHEART study enrolled about 15,000 individuals who had an initial myocardial 

infarction (MI) and another 15,000 individuals for control cases who were sex-matched and age-

matched to the MI cases within ±5 years. The study found 9 risk factors to be significantly related 

to acute myocardial infarction: smoking, raised ApoB100/ApoA1 ratio, hypertension, diabetes, 

abdominal obesity, psychosocial factors, poor daily fruits and vegetables consumption, regular 

alcohol consumption, and lack of regular physical activity (p<0.0001 for all risk factors). These 

risk factors strongly indicate the risk of an initial acute myocardial infarction for men and women, 

across different geographical regions and across ethnic groups. Overall, the INTERHEART study 

reported that smoking and increased lipid levels (ApoB100/ApoA1) are the most important risk 

factors to consider for risk of initial myocardial infarction. The increased risk from smoking and 

increased lipid levels can be explained by the direct role they play in the cardiovascular damage 

and repair process. 

 

2.1 Pathology of Coronary Artery Plaque  

Healthy arteries of the cardiovascular system have arterial walls free of the excess 

buildup of lipid, scar tissue, or calcium found in arteries with arteriosclerosis and/or 

atherosclerosis. The healthy arterial wall is comprised of 5 layers: vasa vasorum, external lamina, 

collagen matrix/smooth muscle, internal lamina, and endothelium as shown in Figure 2.2 (Fuster 
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2008). The layer of vasa vasorum is the outermost layer of the arterial wall and has small 

capillaries that supply blood to the arterial wall itself. An elastic coating known as the external 

lamina separates the outer layer from the middle layer. The collagen matrix and smooth muscle 

comprise the middle layer of the arterial wall, providing structural support as well as facilitating 

vasodilation and vasoconstriction. An elastic coating known as the internal lamina separates the 

middle layer from the inner layer. The inner layer of the arterial wall is a layer of endothelial cells 

that secretes vasoactive molecules, protects against thrombus formation, and prevents blood 

from the arterial lumen from entering the arterial wall. Blood flows through the arterial lumen. 

Arterial plaques most often form within the inner endothelial layer of the arterial wall. 

 Arteriosclerosis and atherosclerosis are the processes by which healthy arteries become 

diseased with plaque buildup. In the case of arteriosclerosis, the layer of vasa vasorum leaks 

excess lipid into the arterial wall (Fuster 2008). The vasa vasorum leaks in response to toxic 

conditions created by smoking and other risk factors such as those identified by the 

INTERHEART study. When the excess lipid accumulates across the length of the arterial wall 

without forming atheroma, the vessel is said to be arteriosclerotic and the arterial wall thickens in 

response to the excess lipid plaque. The lipid plaque can settle over time to form scar tissue that 

is more stable than lipid. Positive remodeling occurs as arteriosclerosis causes the artery’s 

diameter to increase while maintaining the luminal diameter, preventing any reduction in the 

luminal area available for blood flow. Figure 2.1 outlines the distribution of coronary failure 

mechanisms from both atherosclerosis and arteriosclerosis, relating the distribution of deaths 

caused by myocardial infarction to deaths from other causes in the United States. 
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Figure 2.1: Causes of Death in the United States (CDC 2008). The pie graph shows the 
impact of myocardial infarction (MI) as a leading cause of death in the United States 
(Heron 2012). The mechanisms involved with myocardial infarction are outlined in the bar 
graph (Virmani et al. 2000). 

 

 Noting the mechanisms of myocardial infarction in Figure 2.1, it is clear that lipid has 

involvement in all myocardial infarction events. In the case of atherosclerosis, atheroma forms 

along the inner arterial wall as lipid deposits there. As damage occurs to the inner endothelial 

layer, the collagen matrix, smooth muscle, and excess lipids are exposed to the lumen of the 

artery. The inflammatory process then attempts to repair the exposed area by scarring the 

exposed collagen, smooth muscle, and lipid to form a plaque known as an atheroma attached to 

the arterial wall. The damage to the inner endothelial layer is most likely due to toxic conditions 

created by smoking and other risk factors such as those identified by the INTERHEART study. 

Macrophages and T-lymphocytes cause the exposed plaque to scar along its surface area, 

creating the fibrous cap atheroma (Virmani et al. 2000). The progression of arterial wall disease is 

demonstrated in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2: Coronary artery plaque pathology. The healthy arterial wall anatomy is shown 
in the “Healthy Vessel” image. The stages of coronary artery disease are shown in images 
(1) through (4). 
 
 
 As time passes, the fibrous cap atheroma either calcifies or increases in lipid content to 

the point that it ruptures. The fibrous cap atheroma may calcify as a result of dying smooth 

muscle or macrophages (Kolodgie et al. 2007). An example of a calcified atheroma is seen in 

image (4) of Figure 2.2. The fibrous cap atheroma may also accumulate more lipid, such that 

25% or more of the plaque area is lipid, and become vulnerable to rupture when its thin cap is 

<65um thick, sending a thrombus into the arterial blood flow in the event of rupture (Burke et al. 

1997; Finn et al. 2010). Negative remodeling occurs as the atheroma protrudes into the lumen 

and reduces the available luminal area for blood flow. Figure 2.2 shows the lipid rich atheroma in 

image (2) and the more fibrous atheroma in image (3).  

 Ruptured plaques commonly have an intraluminal thrombus overlying a broken thin 

fibrous cap in contact with an underlying necrotic core (Farb et al. 1996; Ge et al. 1999). The 

necrotic core houses fibrous platelet tissue as well as the lipid pool. Eroded plaques still have the 

fibrous cap in place but have dislodged from the arterial wall, blocking blood flow (Kolodgie et al. 
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2002). Important characteristics of eroded plaques include abundance of smooth muscle cells 

and proteoglycan matrix with the absence of a prominent lipid core. Post-mortem measurements 

have shown that patients with sudden cardiac death and acute myocardial infarction had ruptured 

plaques 55%-75% of the time, eroded plaques 25%-40% of the time, and calcified nodules 2%-

7% of the time (Virmani et al. 2000). The distribution graphs in Figure 2.1 distinguish myocardial 

infarction as responsible for 10% of deaths in the whole United States, and emphasize how lipid 

is involved in all the mechanisms associated with myocardial infarction (Heron 2012). Results 

from the INTERHEART study also emphasize the high significance of increased lipids as 

increasing the risk of myocardial infarction. Therefore, coronary computed tomography 

angiography has been used to quantify the extent of cardiovascular disease present in terms of 

lipid quantification, calcium quantification, and stenosis evaluation (Lau et al. 2005). 

 

2.2 Coronary Artery Plaque Assessment with Single Energy CT 

Computed tomography of the heart is an established test for non-invasive assessment of 

the coronary arteries (Gerber, Kantor, and Williamson 2007; Achenbach et al. 2004). Single 

energy cardiac CT involves the acquisition of both a non-iodinated image set and an iodinated 

image set. The non-iodinated image set is used to quantify calcium with either an Agatston score, 

a calcium mass score, or a calcium volume score (Ulzheimer and Kalender 2003). In accordance 

with electron beam computed tomography measurements, axial plane images from the non-

iodinated scan are used to calculate calcium scores (Becker et al. 2001). The iodinated image set 

is considered to be the coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA) portion of the 

cardiac CT exam. Single energy CCTA acquisitions can be used to create polychromatic images 

of five specific planes of the heart (O'Brien et al. 2007; Achenbach et al. 2006). The first image 

plane of interest is the axial plane, which is used to orient the radiologist with the patient’s specific 

anatomy. Three more image planes are direct oblique reformats created from the axial image 

plane. The fifth image plane is known as a center seeking curved multiplanar reformat, which 
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visualizes the iodinated coronary arteries individually. Coronary stenosis evaluation is heavily 

dependent on these five image sets. As the coronary arteries are evaluated, percent stenosis of 

70% or more is considered hemodynamically significant, which means that tissues below the 

blockage are in danger of receiving insufficient blood supply and myocardial ischemia.  

If stenosis is caused by low density plaques in low amounts, then single energy CCTA 

images are sufficient for percent stenosis evaluation (Raff et al. 2005). Plaque evaluation is also 

performed on the five image sets from single energy CCTA. Plaque density can be used to 

indicate the likelihood of coronary events, including myocardial infarction. High density plaques, 

such as calcified plaques, indicate lower risk of coronary events, but may hinder the accuracy of 

percent stenosis measurements due to the calcium blooming artifact exhibited in single energy 

polychromatic images (Raff et al. 2005; Nakanishi et al. 2005). Low density plaques, such as lipid 

and fibrous plaques, indicate higher risk of coronary events, but may be difficult to quantify given 

the energy dependence exhibited by single energy polychromatic images (Hausleiter et al. 2006).  

 

2.3 Proposed Coronary Plaque Assessment with Dual Energy CT 

Proposed dual energy cardiac imaging would require the collection of two full 

polychromatic image sets at high and low x-ray energies, nominally 140kVp and 80kVp. One dual 

energy scan is then equivalent in radiation exposure to two single energy scans. For this reason, 

proposed dual energy cardiac imaging acquires one iodinated cardiac scan with dual energy 

technology (Pavlicek et al. 2010). The iodinated exam involves injection of iodine contrast 

material into the coronary arteries in order to visualize blood flow and plaques. The iodinated dual 

energy cardiac exam is proposed because it has the potential to meet and surpass the clinical 

goals that single energy cardiac imaging attempts to achieve. Dual energy cardiac imaging 

produces image types not possible with single energy cardiac imaging, including virtual 

monochromatic images and material basis pair images (Barreto et al. 2008). The projection 
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measurements from 80kVp and 140kVp can be used to solve for the equivalent combination of 

any two materials from the linear attenuation values as shown in Figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3: Dual energy CT image derivations. Shown are the derivations from the 80kVp 
and 140kVp measurements as well as the attenuation values listed in the data provided by 
the National Institute of Standards and Tests. For the example provided here, virtual 
monochromatic images have voxel values represented by the CTvmono equation and 
material basis images have voxel values represented by the CTwater and CTiodine values.  

 

Although iodine and water were chosen for the derivation in Figure 2.3, any two materials 

can be used to create material basis images. An axial set of virtual non-iodinated images, using 

the materials calcium and iodine, can be made from dual energy cardiac imaging for Agatston 

scoring (Chapter 4). The five image planes of the heart can be made with virtual non-calcium 

images that correct for the calcium blooming artifact seen with single energy polychromatic 

images (Chapter 5). Lastly, dual energy cardiac image types can be used to quantify the amount 

of lipid present in the coronary arteries (Chapter 6). Dual energy cardiac imaging potentially 

achieves calcium blooming artifact correction, accurate percent stenosis evaluation regardless of 

plaque density, and lipid quantification, allowing for more patients to be eligible for and accurately 

evaluated with non-invasive dual energy cardiac imaging.  
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2.4 Goals and Problems with Calcium Plaque Quantification 

Cardiac CT imaging aims to meet the clinical goal of assessing the extent of 

cardiovascular disease present in the heart. The Agatston score obtained with cardiac CT 

imaging is one method for quantifying the extent to which the coronary artery walls have 

undergone the damage and repair process described in Figure 2.2. Percent stenosis 

measurement from coronary CT angiography is a method for determining the hemodynamic 

health of the heart. Coronary CT angiography requires the injection of iodine contrast into the 

blood stream of the patient being imaged. Without injection of iodine, the blood would be too 

difficult to visualize on the resulting CT image, making the chambers and arteries that the blood 

fills difficult to visualize. Once iodine is injected into the blood stream, the blood distribution 

throughout the heart can be seen on the resulting CT image because iodine attenuates x-rays 

more highly than blood alone or the tissues of the heart. Iodine is so highly attenuating that it 

matches the CT values of severely calcified plaques, which is the reason that single energy 

imaging requires a separate non-iodinated scan to evaluate calcium (Muhlenbruch et al. 2005). 

The proposed dual energy cardiac CT imaging would obtain one iodinated scan, which would 

have calcified and iodinated pixels at nearly equivalent CT values. For this reason, dual energy 

acquired material basis images were investigated for use in quantifying calcified plaques even in 

the presence of iodine (Chapter 4).   

 

2.5 Goals and Problems with Calcium Plaque Assessment for Coronary Artery Stenosis 

Evaluation 

For coronary artery stenosis evaluation, the injected highly attenuating iodine allows for 

quick identification of stenosis along the length of the coronary arteries. Once stenosis is 

observed, the clinical goal is to quantify the percent stenosis. Percent stenosis over 70% is 

considered hemodynamically significant in that it may be reducing blood flow to the extent that 

tissues below the stenosis begin to die. In cases of stenosis caused by large amounts or highly 
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dense calcified plaques, the measured value of the percent stenosis has been shown to be 

inaccurate with single energy polychromatic images. The clinical goal of stenosis assessment 

depends on properly visualizing and measuring the percent stenosis in the coronary arteries. 

Percent stenosis is calculated from the luminal area measured with no stenosis and the luminal 

area measured where stenosis is present. If calcified plaques are causing the stenosis, then the 

visualization and measurement of the luminal area may be underestimated as a result of the 

closely attenuating values from calcium and iodine as well as the dependence of polychromatic 

images on window and level settings (Leber et al. 2005; Raff et al. 2005). To overcome window 

and level dependency in the presence of calcified plaques, dual energy acquired material basis 

images were investigated since they can be used to generate virtual non-calcium images 

(Chapter 5).   

 

2.6 Goals and Problems with Soft Plaque Assessment for Coronary Artery Lipid Quantification 

Another clinical goal for cardiac CT imaging is the assessment of soft plaques in order to 

quantify the amount of lipid present. Soft plaques consist of fibrous tissues (mass density 1.2-

1.35g/cc) and lipid tissues (mass density 0.9-0.99g/cc). Without injecting iodine, soft plaques can 

not be visualized because their attenuation values are too close to the attenuation values of blood 

and myocardial tissue. Once iodine is injected, soft plaques associated with negative remodeling 

can be identified because the blood-iodine mixture is much more attenuating than soft plaque. 

However, iodine presence is known to cause beam hardening artifacts in surrounding tissues 

(Pohle et al. 2007; Yang et al. 2010). Water attenuation is calibrated in CT numbers to be zero, 

while water has a mass density of 1g/cc. CT numbers greater than zero theoretically have mass 

densities greater than 1g/cc. CT numbers less than zero theoretically have mass densities less 

than 1g/cc. When soft plaques are imaged with single energy CT, their CT numbers are often 

elevated to about 60HU even though soft plaque mass density is lower than 1g/cc (Sun et al. 

2008; Hausleiter et al. 2006). The difficulty for quantifying lipid content in soft plaques is then two 
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fold. Beam hardening artifacts from polychromatic x-rays may elevate soft plaque’s perceived 

mass density. Also, fibrous tissue and lipid tissue are closely attenuating such that their CT 

number distributions overlap. To properly identify coronary soft plaques and lipid content 

regardless of beam hardening iodine, dual energy acquired virtual monochromatic images and 

material basis pair images were investigated (Chapter 6).   
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CHAPTER 3 AIM 1: AN ANTHROPOMORPHIC BEATING HEART PHANTOM FOR CARDIAC X-

RAY CT IMAGING EVALUATION 

 

 The anthropomorphic beating heart phantom was engineered as a tool for assessing 

technological advances in coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA). The phantom 

mimics the challenges found in patient coronary CTA imaging such as variable heart rate, iodine 

injectable chambers/vessels, stents, and soft plaques (Aim 1). Imaging the phantom has provided 

controlled comparisons between retrospective and prospective gating techniques as well as 

comparisons between image types used for soft plaque classification (Aim 4).  

 

3.1 Introduction 

 Successful coronary CTA requires accurate visualization and measurement of the 

coronary features, including coronary diameter and coronary plaques (Gerber, Kantor, and 

Williamson 2007). The iodine contrast material that is injected for the CTA helps to visualize the 

blood within the coronary arteries. Evaluation of coronary artery patency depends on the 

visualization of the blood-iodine mixture as well as diameter measurements taken to determine 

percent stenosis. For some arteries, stenosis is due to highly attenuating calcium plaque which 

may cause the calcium blooming artifact (Choi et al. 2004). For other arteries, stenosis is due to 

low attenuating soft plaque that may either be risky lipid or stable fibrous plaque, which differ in 

plaque density (Pavlicek et al. 2008). In order to optimize blood-iodine visualization and plaque 

quantification for coronary CTA exams, the beating heart phantom was engineered with a thorax, 

a compressor system, an ECG system, a beating heart with tortuous coronary arteries, and the 

option to add or remove pathologies such as aberrant beats, stents, and plaques (Nissen 2008; 

Ropers et al. 2003).  

The successful acquisition of coronary CTA images requires proper gating of the patient 

ECG signal to the x-ray irradiation, precise timing of the iodine contrast injection, and image 
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acquisition fast enough to image the heart during the 100msec of rest in end diastole (Gerber, 

Kantor, and Williamson 2007; Budoff et al. 2005; Greuter et al. 2005). The challenges of 

successful CTA acquisition were incorporated into the heart phantom to facilitate meaningful 

comparisons between traditional CTA methods and newly proposed CTA methods with 

technologies like dual energy CTA. The completed beating heart phantom reproduces variable 

patient complexities, including: body habitus, heart rate, heart rate irregularities, coronary plaque, 

and coronary stents (Boltz et al. 2010; Mayo and Leipsic 2009; Pack et al. 2009).   

 

3.2 Research Design and Methods  

 

3.2.1 Average Patient Specifications for the Beating Heart Phantom 

The physical attributes of the beating heart phantom were based upon a review of X-ray 

CT examinations of 200 patients having received a CCTA using either a Siemens Somatom 

Sensation 64 CT scanner or a General Electric LightSpeed VCT 64 CT scanner. To assess 

thorax characteristics surrounding the heart, measurements were taken of the lateral width and 

the anterior to posterior length. The Hounsfield unit (HU) values within the lungs, soft tissue, and 

bone were measured and recorded. To assess heart chamber characteristics, measurements 

included the longest distance from valve to apex, anterior to posterior, and left to right dimensions 

within the heart. The myocardium was then measured for HU values, as was the blood within the 

ventricles and the mixture of blood and iodine contrast material present following intravenous 

iodine injection. Inner diameters of the coronary arteries were also measured using CT images. 

The left anterior descending (LAD), left circumflex (LCX), and the right coronary artery (RCA) 

were all measured at the proximal, medial, and distal segments. The resulting beating heart 

phantom includes multiple components fabricated to match the average patient values. The 

components of the beating heart phantom are shown in Figure 3.1 within a CT scanner. 
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Figure 3.1: The assembled beating heart phantom within a CT scanner. 
 

The thorax for housing the beating heart is in the far right of Figure 3.1, near the gantry, 

and the heart is to the left of the thorax with tubes connected for fluid and air exchange. Below 

the heart and outside of Figure 3.1 is the air compressor. The air modulator is the first black box 

to the left of the heart. LabVIEW is displayed on the laptop and the ECG electrode connection is 

the black box on the left of the laptop. The ECG monitor is seen in the background with a 60bpm 

(beats per minute) ECG waveform that the phantom is simulating.  

 

3.2.2 The Beating Heart Phantom’s Thorax 

The thorax phantom is intended to house the beating heart and to produce scatter as 

exhibited in actual patients. The phantom’s thorax is fabricated with ribs, sternum, spine, soft 

tissue, and lung mimicking materials with densities and HU values matching human bone, soft 

tissue, and lung tissues. A cavity for heart placement was constructed in the thorax, allowing the 

phantom heart position to match the heart position seen in the patient population. CT scanners 

that modulate the current (mA) exposure simultaneously with the X-ray triggering may suffer from 
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higher noise when imaging occurs through the lateral direction of the thorax, which is created in 

the phantom. An air compressor system causes the heart to beat within the thorax. The 

compressor is connected to the heart with lengths of plastic tubing so that it can be located in the 

scan room or at the operator console. 

 

3.2.3 The Beating Heart Phantom’s Compressor System 

The compressor system has four parts: the compressor, the air modulator, the tubing 

throughout the ventricular walls of the heart, and the LabVIEW signals (National-Instruments 

2005). Pneumatic tubing connects the air compressor, the air modulator, and ventricular wall 

tubing in series. Signals from LabVIEW to the air modulator tell the air modulator when to initiate 

inflow and outflow of air through the ventricular tubing. The atria and ventricle chambers are 

separate compartments from the pneumatic tubing that runs throughout the ventricular walls of 

the heart. The separate chamber and tubing compartments allow iodine contrast medium to fill 

the chambers themselves while air moves in and out of the ventricular walls. Outflow of air from 

the ventricular tubing constricts the ventricular walls and causes the heart to contract. Inflow of air 

through the ventricular tubing expands the ventricular walls and causes the heart to relax. In a 

sequential pattern, the increase and decrease of air pressure within the ventricular tubing causes 

contraction and relaxation of the heart’s ventricles. 

 

3.2.4 The Beating Heart Phantom’s ECG System 

Simulating a CCTA exam requires an ECG trace for both gating the X-ray exposure on 

the scanner (i.e. mimicking the electrical activity of the patient) and causing the proper cardiac 

motion in the beating heart. An imaging protocol that needs to trigger a momentary exposure 

during minimal heart motion attempts to time the X-ray exposure during the TP interval. The 

phantom’s ECG trace allows for gating and represents true phantom motion during the QT 
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interval and phantom quiescence during the TP interval. Figure 3.2 outlines the phases of the 

human ECG signal as described. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: The human ECG signal used in cardiac CT scanning. The beating heart 
phantom has an ECG signal that matches the human ECG signal with a QT interval and a 
TP interval.  

 

Ventricular systole occurs during the QT interval of electrical activity. The left and right 

ventricles of the heart contract during this time. It is a period of high movement and visualization 

of the coronary arteries is more difficult than during ventricular diastole. During the TP interval, 

the heart relaxes while it fills with circulating blood. Phases within 70% to 80% of the R-to-R 

interval occur during the TP interval when minimum coronary motion is expected. 

LabVIEW, a software program capable of communicating with multiple hardware devices, 

is utilized to meet the several demands upon the phantom’s ECG trace. The compressor’s trigger 

signal and the scanner’s gating signal both originate from LabVIEW and synchronize phantom 

motion to the QT interval registered on the scanner. Initial scanning with the LabVIEW program 

revealed that the phantom’s ECG trace registered a QT interval on the scanner one half second 

before the compressor signal could initiate the associated movement in the heart. The ECG 

signal was modified to permit a timing offset in increments of one hundredth of a second to 

facilitate matching. 
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3.2.5 The Beating Heart Phantom 

The phantom’s heart chambers and coronaries can be sealed for use with iodine contrast 

medium. The beating ventricles force fluid in and out of the atria and induce movement similar to 

atrial diastolic filling and systolic ejection. The left atrium and left ventricle allow fluid to flow from 

one chamber to the other. The right atrium and right ventricle allow fluid to flow from one to the 

other and into the aorta and coronary arteries. When the ventricles contract, fluid pushes out of 

the ventricles and into the atria and coronary arteries. Ventricular contraction and relaxation 

displace the coronaries by about one diameter, which is the distance measured on actual 

patients. Once placed within the thorax, the contrast-filled beating heart phantom exhibits motion 

similar to that of a patient heart (Shelley-Medical-Imaging-Technologies 2006). 

 

3.2.6 The Beating Heart Phantom’s Pathology 

Initial phantom trials involved the assessment of temporal resolution. Qualitative analysis 

of the phantom’s motion artifacts provided insight into the temporal resolution achieved on a 

given CT scanner. Visual image comparisons were made between scans when the phantom was 

physically not beating and scans when the phantom was beating but imaged within the TP 

interval. Motion artifacts would be identified when viewing the two image sets. Ideally, little to no 

difference would be identified for images acquired of a stationary phantom (O'Brien et al. 2007). 

In order to evaluate a scanner’s ability to perform multiple phase reconstructions (using 

more than one cardiac cycle to capture all the projections needed to form one image of one slice 

of anatomy of the heart), aberrant beats can be simulated in the ECG signal. In normal ECG 

signal production, the electrode box generates a changing voltage per second in the form of a 

sawtooth wave. The peaks in the sawtooth wave trigger a QT interval in the ECG monitor, 

achieving a steady ECG signal. To generate aberrant beats, a second wave was added to the 

ECG signal that changes voltage more slowly over time, resulting in an irregular peak every 7 
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seconds. These beats create motion and irregular ECG data during a phase of data collection, 

providing a means for postprocessing evaluation. 

Coronary plaques were designed in a 3D CAD environment called SolidWorks and 

custom machined to fit within the coronary arteries of the heart phantom (Dassault-Systemes-

SolidWorks 2008). Low lipid tissue density plaques, Mid lipid density plaques, and fibrous plaques 

were designed for the phantom’s LAD, LCX, and RCA vessels. Each plaque matches the inner 

diameter of a specific coronary and creates a specific blockage to the artery. The known 

diameters of the plaques can be compared to diameters measured on CT images. Spatial 

resolution assessment can then be performed on diameter comparisons that involve 0.4 mm and 

lower diameters. After developing a deployment method for the plaques, the method was also 

used for placing and removing stents into the coronary arteries, which allowed for a range of 

stents to be imaged using the beating heart phantom. Direct comparisons of image quality 

between CCTA and conventional X-ray cardiac catheterization are also possible. This is 

important for evaluation of stent damage or possible re-stenosis (Halpern et al. 2009; Maintz et al. 

2009). 

 

3.2.7 CT Imaging with the Beating Heart Phantom 

Initial use of the phantom involved the five cardiac CT protocols listed in Table 3.1. The 

HU specifications of the phantom were measured with Retrospective Protocol 1. Gating 

capabilities were validated for the three CT scanners reported in Retrospective Protocols 1, 2, 

and 3. Aberrant beat and temporal resolution studies were performed with Retrospective Protocol 

3. Retrospective versus prospective gating was evaluated with Retrospective Protocol 1 and 

Prospective Protocol. A high-resolution technique was evaluated with the High Resolution 

Protocol for increased spatial resolution. 
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Table 3.1: Beating heart phantom testing scan protocols. 

Parameters Retrospective 
1 

Retrospective 
2 

Retrospective 
3 Prospective High 

Resolution 
Manufacturer GE GE Siemens GE GE 

Model LightSpeed 
VCT 64 

Discover HD 
CT750 64 

Somatom 
Sensation 64 

LightSpeed 
VCT 64 

Discovery 
HD 

CT750 64 

Scan Name Snapshot 
Segment 

Snapshot 
Segment 

ThorCardioEC
G 033s 

Snapshot 
Pulse 

Snapshot 
Pulse High 

Res 
Acquisition Helical Helical Helical Axial Axial 

Data Channels 64 by 0.625 
mm 

64 by 0.625 
mm 32 by 0.6 mm 64 by 0.625 

mm 
64 by 

0.625 mm 
Pitch 0.22 0.22 0.3 n/a n/a 
Rotation 0.35 sec 0.35 sec 0.33 sec 0.35 sec 0.35 sec 
Exposure/Rotation 0.35 sec 0.35 sec 0.33 sec 0.23 sec 0.23 sec 
Voltage 120 kVp 120 kVp 120 kVp 120 kVp 120 kVp 
z-Sampling routine routine double routine routine 
x,y-Sampling routine routine double routine double 
Current 750 mA 750 mA 720 mA 750 mA 750 mA 
Current 
Modulation OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF 

Padding n/a n/a n/a 0 sec 0 sec 
Scan FOV 50 cm 50 cm 50 cm 50 cm 50 cm 
Recon FOV 25 cm 25 cm 25 cm 25 cm 25 cm 

Recon Filter Standard Standard B20f Standard HD 
Standard 

Recon Slick Thick 0.625 mm 0.625 mm 0.75 mm 0.625 mm 0.625 mm 
Recon Increment 0.625 mm 0.625 mm 0.7 mm 0.625 mm 0.625 mm 
Recon ECG 
Phase(a) 75% 75% 65% 75% 75% 

CTDI Vol. 52 mGy 52 mGy 43 mGy 8 mGy 8 mGy 
Effective Dose 21 mSv 21 mSv 17.4 mSv 2.4 mSv 2.4 mSv 
 

(a)The 65% phase on Siemens is equivalent to the 75% phase on GE because the 65% is 
measured from the top of the peak in the QT interval and the 75% is measured from the 
start of the peak in the QT interval. Both phases represent the TP interval of quiescence in 
the ECG. 
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3.3 Results and Discussion 

 

3.3.1 Beating Heart Phantom Specifications 

The functional beating heart phantom can be seen in Figure 3.3. It is complete with soft 

silicone chambers, soft silicone coronary arteries, and tissue densities that cause X-ray scatter 

similar to an average patient (Alderson-Phantoms 2006). 

 

 

Figure 3.3: The beating heart phantom. Anterior view of the heart phantom (left). AP 
radiographic image of the heart phantom (right) within the thorax, showing the scatter 
environment that houses the heart. 
 

Ports for accessing the heart chambers through the inferior vena cava and the aorta are 

shown, as well as ports for filling the coronaries through their most distal portion. These arteries 

may appear large, but the inner diameters match those of an average patient. Phantom 

specifications were measured with the Retrospective Protocol 1 acquisition and compared with 

the CCTA patient population. Patient averages and the phantom specifications can be seen in 

Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2: Average patient measurements compared with heart phantom specifications. 

Parameter Average Patient Phantom 

Thorax anterior posterior 211 mm±25 209 mm 

Thorax left to right 285 mm±29 302 mm 

Thorax soft tissue 44 HU±18 25 HU 

Thorax bone tissue 708 HU±115 751 HU 

Thorax lung tissue -778 HU±57 -684 HU 

LV Aortic valve to apex(a) 133 mm±15 77 mm 

LV anterior posterior 110 mm±16 67 mm 

LV left to right 112 mm±11 93 mm 

LV myocardium 115 HU±24 150 HU 

LV blood 41 HU±5 20 HU 

LV blood and Iodine 34 2HU±89 30 HU–1,000 HU 

LAD proximal 4 mm±0.5 3.7 mm 

LAD medial 3.5 mm±0.3 3.0 mm 

LAD distal 1.8 mm±0.2 2.1 mm 

LCX proximal 3.0 mm±0.6 3.2 mm 

LCX medial 2.0 mm±0.4 2.4 mm 

LCX distal 1.5 mm±0.4 1.8 mm 

RCA proximal 4.0 mm±0.6 3.9 mm 

RCA medial 3.5 mm±0.4 3.4 mm 

RCA distal 2.0 mm±0.2 1.7 mm 

Heart Rate 55–75 bpm(b) 40–85 bpm 
 
(a)LV = Left Ventricle. (b)bpm = beats per minute. 
 

Hounsfield unit measurements for the patient population and the phantom specifications 

were taken from images acquired using 120kVp. The HU values for saline simulating blood in the 

phantom were measured within the chambers. Phantom densities are generally higher than the 

reported average patient densities, but the contrast ratio between the vessels and the iodine 

contrast can be duplicated to make image quality evaluations applicable (Mah, Samei, and Peck 
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2001). The measurements for the left ventricle are provided as an example of the measurements 

performed for all chambers. 

 

3.3.2 The Beating Heart Phantom’s ECG Gating 

After achieving accurate propagation of the ECG and compressor signals, typical patient 

heart rates were tested with routine scanning protocols. Comparison of beating and not beating 

phantom scan reconstructions were made to determine the level of cardiac motion artifact relative 

to motion artifact found in patients. Figure 3.4 shows a comparison of a patient’s RCA movement 

with that of the phantom’s RCA movement while beating, using the Retrospective Protocol 3. No 

appearance of motion was observed for Retrospective Protocols 1, 2, and 3 from Table 3.1. For 

heart rates ranging from 40bpm to 85bpm, motion artifact is not present in images acquired 

during the TP interval of the ECG. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Phase mismatch comparison between patient and phantom data. Patient RCA 
(left) reconstructed with 3 phases: TP interval on the top, QT interval in the middle, and TP 
interval at the bottom. The phantom RCA (middle) reconstructed with 3 phases: TP interval 
on the top, QT interval in the middle, and TP interval at the bottom. The phantom RCA 
(right) reconstructed with only the QT interval in the top, middle, and bottom. 
 

The completion of the ECG gating validation was followed by a study between 

retrospective versus prospective gating. Retrospective techniques, using pitch less than 0.3, 
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continuously collect data from several heart beats during all heart cycle phases. This technique 

ensures complete coverage of the heart and allows for correction of motion artifacts caused by 

non-steady cardiac rhythms. Prospective techniques only irradiate during the predicted TP 

interval, implying cardiac quiescence. This step-and-shoot mode reduces dose, but limits the 

ability to correct motion artifacts due to the smaller number of cardiac phases acquired. Once the 

beating heart phantom was scanned with the Retrospective Protocol 1 and Prospective Protocol 

from Table 3.1, it was evident that sufficient image quality could be maintained with either 

technique. It was also confirmed that the retrospective technique delivered 21 mSv effective 

dose, while the prospective technique delivered only 2.4 mSv effective dose (Hausleiter et al. 

2009). The phantom study supported that prospective gating could be prescribed for patients with 

heart rates up to 75bpm, providing that the heart rate is steady (because the phantom’s heart rate 

was steady during testing). 

 

3.3.3 The Beating Heart Phantom’s Pathology 

Scanning the phantom with the aberrant beat signals simulates motion artifacts that the 

scanner and postprocessing should be able to eliminate given multiple phases. The phantom 

images with motion artifact in a phase reconstruction can be postprocessed to evaluate beat 

rejection software from a vendor. Alternatively, the beat rejection software can be evaluated 

during acquisition. 

Removable coronary plaques provide a test plaque HU in the presence of iodine contrast 

enhancement and a test of percent stenosis measurements. The plaques themselves can be 

scanned free in air, immersed in saline, or immersed in contrast medium. The effects of increased 

contrast on perceived plaque HU can then be assessed as a function of scatter environment 

and/or kVp (Horiguchi et al. 2007). Such assessments would identify the protocol that properly 

visualizes the known size and shape of the plaque. Plaque phantom stenoses of 40%, 60%, and 

80% were fabricated for each coronary segment and each density type. Further plaque 
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assessment would include evaluating the accuracy of stenoses within the image data as 

compared to known stenoses. Figure 3.5 depicts the presence of plaque phantoms and stents 

within the beating heart phantom. 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Phantom plaques and stents. A curved center-seeking multiplanar reformat 
(CSCMPR) (left) of the phantom's LCX and a picture of a machined fibrous plaque, with 
arrow denoting the location of the machined fibrous plaque within the scanned artery. 
CSCMPR of the phantom's RCA (right) from a high-resolution scan with a stent in the 
lower region of the artery. 
 

In the left image of Figure 3.5, an arrow indicates the presence of a fibrous tissue density 

plaque insert in the LCX. This fibrous plaque has been machined to create a 60% blockage in the 

medial portion of the LCX. Image based measurements of the blockage estimate the blockage to 

be 68% (Pavlicek et al. 2008). As for the stent in the right image of Figure 3.5, the phantom 

results show that a stent can be visualized with the High Resolution Protocol from Table 3.1 while 

beating 63bpm. The High Resolution Protocol seen in Figure 3.5 utilized a double sampling in the 

x–y plane and delivered 2.4mSv effective dose, which is the same dose that a routine prospective 

exam would deliver. When blooming is present, the detected signal is so strong that the stent 

appears to be bright around its entire perimeter and limits visualization of possible tissue between 

stent struts. The phantom provides a means of evaluating how well a CT scanner can visualize 

re-stenosis and reduce blooming. 
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3.4 Conclusions 

A beating heart phantom was constructed that strategically recreates an average 

patient’s cardiac CT exam in terms of scatter, cardiac tissue densities, coronary size, motion, 

heart rate, and contrast material. Representative pathology can be simulated such as anomalous 

ECG activity, and stents and plaques located in the proximal, medial, and distal segments of the 

coronary tree. The phantom offers the ability to isolate X-ray CT acquisition parameters and 

provides a means of optimizing imaging strategies including: radiation dose, temporal resolution, 

spatial resolution, iodine image contrast, image reconstruction parameters, and accuracy of 

stenosis and plaque composition. 

 

3.5 Clinical Significance 

The completed beating heart phantom has been used to achieve several clinical goals: 

establishing the appropriateness of low dose prospective CCTA imaging, testing radiation 

exposure timing for dual energy CCTA imaging, and assessing soft plaque characteristics. The 

first CCTA technology commercially available relied on retrospective gating to acquire the 

angiographic images. Retrospective gating utilized 24mSv effective dose to image all phases of 

the cardiac cycle and reconstructed a single set of images during least motion of the heart for 

diagnostic evaluation. When prospective gating technology was released that captured a single 

phase of the cardiac cycle, it was unclear which patients qualified to receive the lower effective 

dose exam offered by the technology. Mayo Clinic Arizona used the beating heart phantom to 

exhaustively compare retrospective and prospective gating imaging across heart rates from 

50bpm to 80bpm. It was then determined that patients with a steady heart rate of up to 75bpm 

were eligible to receive the 2.4mSv effective dose with prospective gating while maintaining the 

image quality achieved with retrospective gating at 24mSv effective dose (Boltz et al. 2010). For 

defining this distinction, the work on the beating heart phantom received the 2010 “UNFORS 

AWARD OF EXCELLENCE FOR THE BEST RADIATION MEASUREMENTS ARTICLE”. 
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General Electric Healthcare initially released their fast switched dual energy CT scanner 

without the capability to scan hearts with dual energy. The dual energy technology was quickly 

applied to tissue characterization and quantification problems pertaining to pancreas uptake, uric 

acid build up, and liver fat. Once the need emerged to quantify tissues in the heart, General 

Electric Healthcare used the beating heart phantom to test the application of dual energy with 

retrospective and prospective gating technologies (Pack et al. 2009). The result was a scanner 

and software package that allowed for prospective CCTA imaging of the heart with dual energy. 

In helping to develop dual energy CCTA technology, the beating heart phantom also helped make 

it possible for future implementation of Aim 2, Aim 3, and Aim 4 of this dissertation.   

While the dual energy CCTA technology was being developed, the beating heart 

phantom and its engineered soft plaques were used to develop soft plaque classification systems. 

The plaques from the beating heart phantom were scanned with dual energy technology and 

images were made with and without the presence of iodine. With these images, a training data 

set was established that could be used for classification systems like support vector machines 

(SVM). Being that the phantom plaques were stable fibrous plaque and risky lipid plaque, the 

SVM system was theoretically set up to distinguish between stable and risky plaques in the 

coronary arteries. Once classified as fibrous or lipid, soft plaque deposits could be scored to 

produce a lipid mass burden. Accurate lipid mass values would give physicians a new metric for 

tracking the correlation between coronary lipid mass burden and coronary events. 
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CHAPTER 4 AIM 2: CORONARY CALCIUM PLAQUE QUANTIFICATION WITH DUAL ENERGY 

CT ANGIOGRAPHY 

 

Dual energy image types have been used to quantify several tissues and materials found 

in the body, ranging from gout in joints to iodine in the liver (Glazebrook et al. 2011; Santamaria-

Pang et al. 2010). Cardiac scanning may also benefit from the ability to quantify tissues and 

materials, but one dual energy scan has equal radiation dose to that of two single energy scans. 

My proposed method obtains an Agatston score from one iodinated dual energy scan with ±11% 

error (Bland-Altman Error), eliminating the need for a non-iodinated scan. If my proposed method 

is used, patients may reap the benefits of quantifying iodine and lipid content without increased 

radiation dose. 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 Coronary calcium scoring with CT is a non-invasive method for quantifying the extent of 

atherosclerotic disease in the coronary arteries (Agatston et al. 1990; Schmermund, 

Mohlenkamp, and Erbel 2003; Greenland et al. 2007). A coronary calcium score of zero has a 

high predictive value for minimal risk of death from coronary artery disease (CAD) when 

considered in addition to cardiovascular risk factors, such as the Framingham study risk factors 

(Halliburton, Stillman, and White 2002; Sarwar et al. 2009). Single energy cardiac CT imaging 

requires the acquisition of both a non-enhanced scan for coronary artery calcium scoring (CACS) 

and an iodinated scan for coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA) (O'Brien et al. 

2007). The proposed dual energy cardiac CT imaging requires only a single iodinated CT scan to 

provide image sets for both CACS and CCTA (Pavlicek et al. 2010). Unlike the polychromatic 

images derived from single energy CT, dual energy CT provides virtual monochromatic images 

and material basis pair images. My work aimed to determine the best dual energy image type for 

obtaining a calcium score from an iodinated exam. Comparisons were made between calcium 
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scores from conventional non-iodinated single energy images and calcium scores from iodinated 

dual energy images.  

Successful calcium scoring from one iodinated dual energy CT scan would keep the 

radiation dose from the total dual energy cardiac CT imaging equivalent to single energy cardiac 

CT imaging (Gerber et al. 2009). The benefits of dual energy cardiac CT imaging over single 

energy cardiac CT imaging are the added applications enabled by dual energy image types 

(Zachrisson et al. 2010; Leschka et al. 2008). Only dual energy CT scanning is able to produce 

virtual monochromatic images and material basis images (Gerber, Kantor, and Williamson 2007). 

Virtual monochromatic images have several corrections for beam hardening that should make 

them useful for areas where single energy images suffer from beam hardening (Xu et al. 2009; 

Groen et al. 2008). Material basis pair images have the ability to separate two materials within an 

image data set. Cardiac CT imaging would benefit from material basis separation of calcium and 

iodine in the coronary arteries for correcting the calcium blooming artifact (Nakanishi at al 2005). 

Cardiac CT imaging would also benefit from material basis separation of lipid and fibrous tissue in 

the coronary arteries for quantifying the lipid burden (Kristensen et al. 2010). In order to benefit 

from the added applications that dual energy imaging provides and keep the radiation dose 

equivalent to single energy cardiac CT imaging, my study has investigated the elimination of a 

separate non- iodinated CT scan for coronary calcium scoring.  

  

4.2 Research Design and Methods  

 

4.2.1 Calcium Scores from Single Energy CT  

 Both the Agatston score and the calcium mass score are used to quantify the 

atherosclerotic disease present in the coronary arteries (Agatston et al. 1990; Hong et al. 2004; 

Rumberger et al. 1995). The Agatston score for single energy CT is the summation of the 

weighted calcium burden from each calcium plaque in the coronary tree. Often times, the 
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Agatston score is reported for all coronary arteries to establish a disease percentile ranking while 

also reporting the score separately for the left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD), the left 

circumflex coronary artery (LCX), and the right coronary artery (RCA) (Halliburton, Stillman, and 

White 2002). Once a non-iodinated scan of the coronary arteries is obtained, each axial image is 

evaluated for calcium plaques. Any pixels above the threshold of 130HU (at 120kVp) and within 

the coronary arteries are considered to be calcium and are counted toward the overall Agatston 

score. The summated score from all calcium plaques is denoted by equation 4.1:  

(4.1)  ! "=
N

AwAS  

where AS is the total Agatston score, w is the weighting factor, A is the area of the calcium 

plaque for a given image, and N is the total number of calcium plaques in the entire coronary 

artery tree. The weighting factor is determined by the maximum pixel value (CTMAX) found within 

the area (A) of a single calcium plaque. Agatston et al. established the weighting factors as 

follows: 

w = 0, if CTMAX < 130HU, 

w = 1, if 130HU ! CTMAX < 200HU, 

w = 2, if 200HU ! CTMAX < 300HU, 

w = 3, if 300HU ! CTMAX < 400HU, 

w = 4, if CTMAX " 400HU. 

 Figure 4.1 gives an example of how the Agatston score evaluates calcium plaques in a 

single image, grouping together pixels greater than 130HU. Each group of pixels can then be 

evaluated to find the CTMAX in the group and the area of the group for summation into the total 

Agatston score. 
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Figure 4.1: Non-iodinated data for calcium scoring. The left image is the first image in the 
axial data set with pixels above 130HU (seen as the bright white pixels). The right image 
shows how the Agatston score considers there to be 2 calcium plaques in the LCX and 2 
calcium plaques in the LAD. 
 

 The calcium mass score for single energy CT is determined using a calcium calibration 

factor (density/HU) and the unknown HU values from suspect patient calcium plaques 

(Halliburton, Stillman, and White 2002). The calibration factor (cHA) is calculated using a known 

density of calcium hydroxyapatite and the HU values that correspond to the known density. The 

calibration factor is described using the equation 4.2: 

(4.2)  
waterHA

HA
HA CTCT
c

!
=

"
 

where cHA is the calibration factor, !HA is the mass density of the known calcium hydroxyapatite 

sample, CTHA is the mean HU value of the calcium hydroxyapatite, and CTwater is the mean HU 

value of water. After computing the cHA, the total calcium mass score can be calculated for the 

entire coronary tree using calcium mass scores from each calcium plaque as shown in equation 

4.3: 

(4.3)  CS = cHA !Vplaque !CTplaque
N

"  
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where CS is the total calcium score, N is the total number of calcium plaques in the coronary 

artery tree, cHA is the calibration factor, Vplaque is the volume of the suspect calcium plaque, and 

CTplaque is the mean HU value of the suspect calcium plaque. With single energy CT, a separate 

non-iodinated scan must be obtained for performing Agatston and calcium mass scoring because 

calcium and iodine both produce pixels above the 130HU threshold used in calcium scoring 

(Muhlenbruch et al. 2005). The proposed dual energy CT calcium scoring could be performed 

using the iodinated dual energy CTA scan alone. 

 

4.2.2 Proposed Calcium Scores from Dual Energy CT 

 In order to develop an Agatston score and a calcium mass score for dual energy 

iodinated exams, comparisons had to be made between the scores from non-iodinated single 

energy scans and iodinated dual energy scans. The single energy scans in conventional 

scanning produce polychromatic images at 120kVp. The proposed dual energy scan has images 

for comparison with 70keV images and Calcium(Iodine) images. The images for comparison are 

shown in Figure 4.2. The first image (A) in Figure 4.2 shows a bright region in the LAD that is 

coronary calcium plaque. Once the iodine is administered, the whole image is bright in the middle 

image (B), but the Calcium(Iodine) image is able to separate out the iodine and leave the single 

bright region (C). 

 

Figure 4.2: Data sets for iodinated and non-iodinated calcium scoring. The same LAD is 
seen branching off of the aorta in 3 different image types. Single energy cardiac imaging 
produced a non-iodinated image set at 120kVp (A). The proposed dual energy CT 
produced an iodinated image set at 70keV (B) and a Calcium(Iodine) image set (C). 
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The 70keV images have effectively the same HU distributions as 120kVp images, but 

70keV images have corrections for beam hardening that theoretically makes them more accurate 

at representing true attenuation values. The Calcium(Iodine) images are images made by 

assuming that each pixel represents attenuation due to only calcium or iodine. Using the 

convention “Calcium(Iodine)” means that the calcium attenuation values are represented in the 

pixel values while “Iodine(Calcium)” means that the iodine attenuation values are represented in 

the pixel values. Comparisons of calcium scores are made among the non-iodinated 120kVp 

images, the iodinated 70keV images, and the virtual non-iodinated Calcium(Iodine) images.  

  

4.2.3 Calibration of DECT Calcium Score Parameters 

 When working with non-iodinated 120kVp images, the Agatston score relies upon the 

threshold of 130HU to identify calcium pixels from non-calcium pixels. The Agatston score also 

depends upon the HU values associated with each weighting factor. In order to calculate an 

Agatston score for the iodinated 70keV images and virtual non-iodinated Calcium(Iodine) images, 

the equivalent CT values had to be correlated for the threshold and weighting factor. The 

correlation produced the values reported in Table 4.1.  

Table 4.1: Needed dual energy CT parameters for calculating calcium scores. The value of 
“CT” below is the numerical value of the pixel from the associated image type. Several CT 
pixel values need to be determined for dual energy CT calculation of calcium scores and 
their corresponding single energy CT pixel values.  

Calcium Score 
Metric 

120kVp 
Non-Iodinated 

70keV 
Iodinated 

Calcium(Iodine) 
Virtual Non-Iodinated 

w = 0 CT <130 CT <? CT <? 

w = 1 130! CT !200 ?! CT !? ?! CT !? 

w = 2 200! CT !300 ?! CT !? ?! CT !? 

w = 3 300! CT !400 ?! CT !? ?! CT !? 

w = 4 CT "400 CT "? CT "? 

cHA (mg/cm3) 0.838 ? ? 
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In order to determine the missing values in Table 4.1, ex-vivo samples of femoral calcium 

plaques were scanned with single energy and dual energy imaging. The pixel values could then 

be compared among the 120kVp data set, the 70keV data set, and the Calcium(Iodine) data set. 

The phantom used to provide attenuation for the ex-vivo phantom scans is seen in Figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.3: Ex-vivo samples for calcium scoring tests. The left picture shows a phantom 
thorax with a cylindrical container (arrow) that houses the ex-vivo calcium samples. The 
middle CT image has circles depicting the ex-vivo calcium samples within the container 
and phantom thorax and right CT image with iodine injected. 
 

4.2.4 Phantom Validation of DECT Calcium Scores  

 After deriving the equivalent weighting factor thresholds and calibration factor value for 

70keV and Calcium(Iodine), known amounts of calcium hydroxyapatite were scanned to 

determine the accuracy of measurements taken from 70keV images and Calcium(Iodine) images 

as previously tested for other image types (Muhlenbruch et al. 2005). Separate vials contained 

known calcium hydroxyapatite samples in the amounts of 15mg, 30mg, 60mg, 120mg, 180mg, 

and 240mg. Each vial was scanned with a non-iodinated setup and an iodinated setup as well as 

single energy and dual energy. Agatston scores and calcium scores were calculated for the 

known amounts of calcium hydroxyapatite and compared among 120kVp, 70keV, and 

Iodine(Calcium).  
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4.2.5 Patient Validation of DECT Calcium Scores 

 The comparison of calcium scores for the known amounts of calcium served as a means 

of identifying the most accurate image type for quantifying calcium from an iodinated exam. 

Patients were then scanned under IRB and HIPAA approval such that 6 males and 1 female 

received both a non-iodinated and an iodinated exam. Non-iodinated exams were prospectively 

triggered using 120kVp, 750mA, 0,35sec rotation, 1.0pitch, and 64x0.625mm detector 

configuration. Iodinated exams were fast switched dual energy acquisitions using 80kvp/140kVp, 

715mA, 0.35sec rotation, and 64x0.625mm detector configuration. The result was 120kVp 

images used to create calcium scores from non-iodinated scans and Calcium(Iodine) images 

used to create calcium scores from iodinated scans.  

 

4.3 Results and Discussion  

 

4.3.1 Calibration of DECT Calcium Score Parameters 

 Ex-vivo calcium samples from patient femoral arteries were scanned to determine the 

conversion from 120kVp CT pixel values to 70keV CT pixel values and to Calcium(Iodine) CT 

pixel values (ex-vivo samples obtained under pathology IRB consent). The ex-vivo samples were 

placed in the phantom thorax shown in Figure 4.3 and scanned in the presence of a 4% 

iodine:saline mixture. Regions of interest were then taken on the calcium samples and compared 

among the CT values from 120kVp images, 70keV images, and Calcium(Iodine) images. Being 

that 70keV is the equivalent effective energy to 120kVp, the 120kVp CT values were found to be 

within ±5% of the 70keV CT values. However, the Calcium(Iodine) CT values had to be converted 

using the correlation seen in Figure 4.4.  
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Figure 4.4: The data for mean values of ex-vivo calcium plaques in the presence of iodine. 
Using the correlation equation, the 130HU calcium threshold from 120kVp CT values was 
converted to be 1617mg/cm3 in Calcium(Iodine) CT values. 
 

The correlation equation presented in Figure 4.4 was determined using linear regression (R=0.85, 

p<0.001), and was used to convert the 130HU calcium threshold from 120kVp CT values to 

1617mg/cm3 for Calcium(Iodine) CT values. All pixels with a value of 1617mg/cm3 and greater 

were considered to be calcium when calculating an Agatston score with Calcium(Iodine) images. 

After converting the 120kVp CT values to 70keV CT values and to Calcium(Iodine) CT values, the 

calibration of dual energy CT values was completed and the unknown CT values from Table 4.1 

were recorded in Table 4.2.  

Table 4.2. Correlated dual energy CT parameters for calculating calcium scores. 
Calcium Score 

Metric 
120kVp 

Non-Iodinated 
70keV 

Iodinated 
Calcium(Iodine) 

Virtual Non-Iodinated 

w = 0 CT <130 CT <130 CT <1617 

w = 1 130! CT !200 130! CT !200 1617! CT !1662 

w = 2 200! CT !300 200! CT !300 1662! CT !1724 

w = 3 300! CT !400 300! CT !400 1724! CT !1786 

w = 4 CT "400 CT "400 CT "1786 

cHA (mg/cm3) 0.838 0.838 

0.084 for w=1 
0.124 for w=2 
0.167 for w=3 
0.209 for w=4 
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 All the values were correlated for the Agatston weighting factors in Table 4.2 as well as 

the calibration factor for 120kVp and 70keV. The weighting factors and calibration factor are 

equivalent between 120kVp and 70keV because the ±5% error was not greater than the standard 

deviations reported for the CT values from each image type. Also, leaving the values equivalent 

made for a direct comparison of accuracy between 120kVp and 70keV given that the effective 

energies are the same. The Calcium(Iodine) weighting factors were converted from the 

correlation equation presented in Figure 4.4. Several calcium calibration factors were determined 

for Calcium(Iodine) because the Calcium(Iodine) CT values do not increase linearly with 

increasing calcium mass density. It is assumed with 120kVp CT values that the calibration factor 

applies across all 120kVp CT values, but that was not found to be the case with Calcium(Iodine) 

CT values (Muhlenbruch et al. 2005). Phantom and patient validation testing were then performed 

with the converted weighting factors and calibration factors.  

 

4.3.2 Phantom Validation of DECT Calcium Scores  

 A non-iodinated scan was performed on the calcium phantom vials at 120kVp, matching 

the non-iodinated scan that patients receive for measuring an Agatston score and a calcium mass 

score. Once the non-iodinated scan was completed, an iodinated scan was performed on the 

calcium phantom vials. Figure 4.5 shows the comparison of Agatston scores from the non-

iodinated and iodinated scans for measurements from the 120kVp images, 70keV images, and 

Calcium(Iodine) images. The Agatston score was calculated using the weighting factors shown in 

Table 4.2 with the exception of the Calcium(Iodine) 1617 CT threshold, which was too low and 

returned elevated Agatston values compared to measurements made on 120kVp. In following the 

methodology utilized by Hong with iodinated single energy data, the next CT level of calcium 

(CT=1662) was used to set the threshold above that of iodine and to reduce the number of pixels 

misclassified as calcium (Hong et al. 2002). 
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Figure 4.5: Agatston scores comparisons from measurements with 120kVp images, 70keV 
images, and Calcium(Iodine) images. The 6 data points for each image type represent the 6 
calcium phantom vials with known amounts of calcium hydroxyapatite: 15mg, 30mg, 
60mg, 120mg, 180mg, and 240mg.  
 

The results for the 120kVp image measurements, shown in Figure 4.5, indicate that the Agatston 

score is elevated far above the simulated y=x line. If the 120kVp data were on the simulated y=x 

line, then the 120kVp image type would be providing accurate measurements for both the non-

iodinated scan and the iodinated scan. Agatston scores obtained from Calcium(Iodine) images 

are only slightly elevated above the y=x line, which is achieved in part by utilizing the CT=1662 as 

the calcium threshold. Since the original threshold of CT=1617 was determined from human 

samples of calcium, the phantom vials required a higher calcium threshold due to a different 

attenuation environment and the use of calcium HAP instead of human calcium samples. The 

increased Agatston score for 120kVp and 70keV is due to the false classification of iodine pixels 

as calcium pixels in the iodinated scan. Falsely classified calcium pixels and correctly classified 
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iodine pixels are adding together and increasing the Agatston score well above the conventionally 

obtained Agatston score at 120kVp and 70keV. The Calcium(Iodine) image removes the iodine 

and allows for correct classification the calcium pixels when the threshold is correctly chosen, 

creating a more accurate Agatston score than either 120kVp or 70keV.  

 Accurate measurement of the Agatston score depends on correctly classifying and 

quantifying calcium pixels in terms of their weighting factor. The calcium mass score depends on 

accurately quantifying the calcium pixels in terms of their calcium mass content. The same data, 

used to create Figure 4.5, were used to calculate calcium mass scores using 120kVp, 70keV, and 

Calcium(Iodine). Figure 4.6 shows measurements from an iodinated exam compared to 

measurements from an analytical balance. The analytical balance provided a true measure of the 

calcium mass in each vial. 

 

Figure 4.6: Calcium mass scores comparisons from measurements taken on 120kVp 
images, 70keV images, and Calcium(Iodine) images. The 6 data points for each image type 
represent the 6 calcium phantom vials with known amounts of calcium hydroxyapatite: 
15mg, 30mg, 60mg, 120mg, 180mg, and 240mg. 
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Measurements from 120kVp and 70keV are again much greater than the simulated y=x 

line in Figure 4.6, which supports that incorrectly classified iodine pixels are adding to the calcium 

mass score and elevating it well above the true calcium mass (mg). Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 

both show that Calcium(Iodine) images correctly represent calcium pixels, through successful 

separation of calcium and iodine, for more accurate Agatston and calcium mass scores even with 

iodinated exams. Clinical decisions are most commonly based on Agatston score and its 

associated disease percentile ranking. The last data comparison in this work involves the 

comparison of Agatston scores obtained with non-iodinated 120kVp imaging and iodinated 

Calcium(Iodine) imaging. 

 

4.3.3 Patient Validation of DECT Calcium Scores 

 Under IRB consent, 5 patients were scanned with both a non-iodinated 120kVp scan and 

an iodinated dual energy scan (Pavlicek et al. 2009). The non-iodinated 120kVp images and the 

iodinated Calcium(Iodine) images were then used to calculate Agatston scores, which served as 

a patient comparison of the traditional and proposed Agatston scoring methods. From the IRB 

consented patients, 3 patients had cardiac exams and 2 patients had lung exams, providing 11 

vessels for performing Agatston scoring (9 coronary arteries and 2 aortas). The calcium threshold 

used for calculating these Agatston scores was again elevated to set calcium attenuation above 

iodine attenuation. Using logistic regression techniques outlined by Yamak et al., the calcium 

threshold was changed to CT=1700 (Yamak et al. 2013). Figure 4.7 shows Agatston scores from 

all 11 vessels both from measurements on non-iodinated 120kVp images and measurements on 

iodinated Calcium(Iodine) images.  
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Figure 4.7: Agatston score comparisons from non-iodinated 120kVp images and iodinated 
Calcium(Iodine) images. 
 

Figure 4.7 shows acceptable error (±11% from Bland-Altman analysis) between scores 

from the traditional non-iodinated 120kVp images and scores from my proposed iodinated 

Calcium(Iodine) images. Current standards for Agatston scores are ±13% error as established 

from scans taken on the same patients but days apart, which makes my proposed method within 

the range of acceptable Agatston scoring (Horiguchi et al. 2006; McCollough et al. 2007). The 

Agatston scores measured from Calcium(Iodine) images nearly doubled when using the calcium 

threshold of CT=1662. Upon increasing the threshold to 1700 as proposed by Yamak et al., the 

Agatston values reduced by one half and the number of pixels counted as calcium reduced by 

about one half as well. Pixels counted as calcium and the Agatston score are directly related 

because the Agatston score considers the area of each pixel for its calculation. It is then 

important to properly calibrate the calcium threshold for the particular scan data in question. In 

fact, Ferencik et al. have used calcium calibration phantoms scanned with the patient to arrive at 

a more accurate Agatston and volume score (Ferencik et al. 2003). My method would benefit 

from calcium calibration phantoms that set the calcium threshold for individual scans.  
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4.4 Conclusions  

 Although single energy CT imaging requires a separate non-iodinated scan to obtain an 

Agatston score, equivalent Agatston scores can be successfully obtained from iodinated dual 

energy scans using Calcium(Iodine) images and the correct calcium threshold. The Agatston 

scores obtained from iodinated dual energy scans exhibit an error of ±11% (Bland-Altman), which 

is equivalent to the error seen when the same patient has an Agatston score measured days 

apart from non-iodinated single energy scans. As long as the calcium threshold is calibrated to 

the patient scan, a dual energy cardiac scan can be performed on patients that produces an 

equivalent Agatston score and several image types not available with single energy CT. 

 

4.5 Clinical Significance  

 With single energy cardiac scanning, calcium scores can be calculated and vessel 

patency can be qualitatively assessed. With dual energy cardiac scanning, calcium scores can be 

calculated, vessel patency can be qualitatively assessed, calcium blooming artifacts may be 

reduced, myocardial uptake of iodine may be quantifiable, and lipid versus fibrous classification 

may be possible (Nagao et al. 2008; Schaar et al. 2007). If dual energy images reduce the 

calcium blooming artifact, patients with high amounts of calcium could still get accurate stenosis 

measurements from dual energy cardiac scans. If dual energy images can enable iodine 

quantification as they have enabled calcium quantification in this chapter, then iodine uptake in 

the heart muscles could be accomplished without having the patient undergo a nuclear medicine 

stress test. Lastly, dual energy image types may allow for classification of suspect soft plaques as 

lipid rich or fibrous as well as quantification of the lipid content. With a method for quantifying lipid 

content in a patient’s coronary arteries, risk scores could be developed for the likelihood of a 

coronary event. The dual energy Agatston scoring method validated in this chapter allows for 

obtaining more information about cardiac viability while maintaining the same radiation dose as 

single energy cardiac scanning. 
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CHAPTER 5 AIM 3: CORONARY CALCIUM BLOOMING ARTIFACT CORRECTION WITH 

DUAL ENERGY CT ANGIOGRAPHY 

 

5.1 Abstract 

 

5.1.1 Rationale and Objectives 

Accurate percent stenosis evaluation in the presence of dense calcium is not currently 

possible with computed tomography polychromatic images (such as 120kVp) due to the calcium 

blooming artifact (Zhang et al. 2008). As a result, patients with high calcium scores are a relative 

contraindication for noninvasive computed tomography (CT) angiography (Nakanishi et al. 2005; 

Leber et al. 2005; Raff et al. 2005). The calcium blooming CT artifact causes artificial 

overestimating of the vessel lumen’s stenosis due to display brightening of overlapping pixel 

intensities at the iodine and calcium border as visualized across display window settings. This 

work aims at markedly reducing this artifact by removing calcium with virtual non-calcium images 

obtained using dual energy computed tomography (DECT), making it possible for accurate 

evaluation of coronary stenosis in patients presenting with a high calcium burden.  

  

5.1.2 Materials and Methods 

A calcified vessel phantom was constructed with an iodine tube of known diameter in the 

presence of dense calcium hydroxyapatite (HAP). Iodine tube diameter measurements were 

made on the calcified phantom, comparing the known diameter with the measured diameter from 

polychromatic 120kVp images, 70keV and 100keV DECT virtual monochromatic images, and 

DECT virtual non-calcium images. Iodine area measurements were then made in patients 

presenting with severe calcium blooming artifacts and Agatston scores above 1,000 (IRB 

approved).  
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5.1.4 Results 

For calcified phantom tests, measurements with DECT virtual non-calcium images were 

accurate to within 3% to 5% of the known iodine tube diameter  whereas measurements with 

polychromatic 120kVp images varied from -38% to 43% of the known iodine tube diameter across 

display window settings (Bland-Altman Analysis). For patient tests, iodine area measurements 

from DECT virtual non-calcium images had a 49% lower standard deviation across display 

window settings as compared to DECT virtual monochromatic images, supporting a reduced 

dependence on display window settings for more accurate measurements of iodine vessel 

diameter with (DECT) virtual non-calcium images (p-values<0.05). 

 

5.1.5 Conclusion 

Since both the density and the amount of calcium burden in a vessel affect the degree of 

calcium blooming artifact, these data show that it is unlikely that any single window setting can be 

used with polychromatic 120kVp images to correctly specify residual vessel lumen in all patients. 

Stenosis evaluation of iodinated vessels having a high calcified plaque burden was found to be 

more accurate with DECT virtual non-calcium images than either polychromatic 120kVp images 

or DECT virtual monochromatic (70keV and 100keV) images.  

 

5.2 Introduction 

Fluoroscopic coronary angiography is the current gold standard for accurate assessment 

of stenosis even in the presence of highly attenuating calcified plaques. However, the cost and 

risk associated with fluoroscopic coronary angiography make it compelling to investigate 

noninvasive methods as a reasonable alternative. Coronary computed tomography angiography 

(CCTA) provides a noninvasive test for the presence of coronary artery disease but is unable to 

accurately assess stenosis in the presence of highly attenuating calcified plaques (Nakanishi et 

al. 2005). The calcium blooming artifact, caused by highly attenuating calcified plaques, distorts 
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stenosis visualization and confounds the percent stenosis measurement observed in 

polychromatic (kVp) images (Leber et al. 2005; Raff et al. 2005).  

 

5.2.1 Calcium Blooming Artifact in Coronary Arteries 

CCTA exams acquire an iodinated image set with polychromatic-derived Hounsfield units 

(HU). A polychromatic x-ray beam is characterized by several x-ray quanta energies being 

present in the beam versus a monochromatic beam where all x-ray quanta are of a single energy 

level. Polychromatic images suffer from the calcium blooming artifact and can create a falsely 

increased appearance of stenosis in areas of highly attenuating calcium (Nakanishi et al. 2005; 

Raff et al. 2005). Patients having a known high calcium burden may be contraindicated for a 

CCTA exam. The calcium blooming artifact arises from dense and/or large calcium plaques and 

the polychromatic image’s dependence on display window settings (Leber et al. 2005). The 

operator selected window value will significantly change the perceived extent of highly attenuating 

(bright) materials that have intensity values above the maximum window value. In Figure 5.1, 

three different maximum window settings are applied to the same polychromatic image of a 

patient’s vessel. Pixel values from cross-sectional profiles through calcium and iodine are 

depicted in the intensity line plot. 
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Figure 5.1: Left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery with calcium blooming and 
window maximum decreasing left to right from 700HU (a) to 600HU (b) to 500HU (c) while 
the window width is constant at 600HU. The pixel intensity profile at each setting is shown 
below the polychromatic images corresponding to the line plot through the image. Note 
that the width of the calcified plot is expanding. 

 

Manipulating the display width and level by the radiologist to evaluate vessel patency 

alters the perceived residual diameter. Visualized iodine (a) is enhanced by reducing the 

maximum window setting (b and c). However the intensity profiles below each image have two 

peaks, with iodine represented by the left peak (~400HU) and calcium represented by the right 

peak (~800HU). The two bright intensities overlap as the window maximum is reduced, 

confounding the evaluation of material borders. Brightening iodine has the unintended 

consequence of having more pixels to appear white like calcium, i.e. the calcium blooming artifact 

is occurring. Polychromatic display window settings can’t be standardized for all patients because 

the extent of the calcium blooming artifact depends both on the density and amount (mg) of 

calcium present. 
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5.2.2 Expanding on Prior Works 

The blooming artifact will occur with high concentrations of iodine or metal (biopsy 

needles) or any highly attenuating material. Previous studies have presented iodine blooming 

reduction techniques using correction algorithms and three-material decomposition with DECT 

(Boll et al. 2008; Clavijo and Pelc 2009; Flohr and Ohnesorge 2008). The enhancement 

correction algorithms showed consistent and accurate measurements of iodine, correcting for the 

iodine blooming artifact, when iodine measurements are made without the presence of calcium 

(Alvarez and Macovski 1976). Three-material decomposition has been shown to accurately 

quantify calcium in the coronary arteries, without describing the effects of calcium blooming on 

the perceived iodine content (Boll et al. 2008; Flohr and Ohnesorge 2008).  

I expand on prior works with the analysis of iodine content in the presence of severe 

calcium blooming. The operator selected display window settings are key to routine visualization 

of vasculature but also contribute to the variability of the calcium blooming artifact and variability 

of perceived iodine content. I therefore included window setting choices in my investigation of 

improving the accuracy of coronary stenosis evaluation with DECT coronary angiography, 

specifically addressing vessels suffering from the calcium blooming artifact.  

 

5.3 Materials and Methods 

 

5.3.1 Scanning Protocols  

Fast switched DECT technology emits x-ray exposures and detects them within 200 

microseconds, collecting low energy and high energy measurements separated by 200 

microseconds at effectively every angle of x-ray exposure. My work used fast switched DECT 

technology from the GE HDCT750 GSI scanner to generate virtual monochromatic images and 

material basis images from the low energy and high energy polychromatic measurements as 

proposed by earlier theoretical work (Alvarez and Macovski 1976; Xu et al. 2009). DECT virtual 
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monochromatic images are reconstructed by estimating the water and iodine linear attenuation 

combination that would be equivalent to the voxel projection measurements of the low energy and 

high energy data. Once the water and iodine linear attenuation values are estimated, they can be 

combined to represent the whole image at any keV energy found in the NIST x-ray attenuation 

tables, creating a virtual monochromatic image (Goodsitt, Christodoulou, and Larson 2011; NIST 

1996).  

Material basis images separate the linear attenuation measurements to generate two 

complete image sets. An Iodine(Calcium) image can be created that displays the iodine 

attenuation (but not the calcium attenuation) values from an iodine and calcium combination, 

while the Calcium(Iodine) image displays the calcium attenuation values from the same iodine 

and calcium combination (Johnson et al. 2007). Both fast switch DECT scans and conventional 

120kVp CT scans were performed on a calcified vessel phantom and nine patients (HIPAA and 

IRB compliant). The protocol parameters used for this study are described in Table 5.1.  

Table 5.1: Scanning protocol parameters for phantom and patient calcium blooming tests. 

 Phantom 120kVp 
Scan 

Phantom DECT 
Scan 

Patient 120kVp 
Scan 

Patient DECT 
Scan 

Manufacturer GE Healthcare GE Healthcare GE Healthcare GE Healthcare 

Model Discovery HD 
CT750 64 

Discovery HD 
CT750 64 

Discovery HD 
CT750 64 

Discovery HD 
CT750 64 

Acquisition Helical Helical Cine Cine 
Data Channels 32 x 0.625 32 x 0.625 64 x 0.625 64 x 0.625 

Pitch 0.531 0.531 0.22 0.22 
Rotation 0.5sec 1sec 0.35sec 0.35sec 

Tube Voltage 120kVp 80kVp, 140kVp 120kVp 80kVp, 140kVp 
Tube Current 600mA 600mA 600mA 715mA 

Scan FOV 50cm 50cm 50cm 50cm 
Recon FOV 10cm 10cm 10cm 10cm 
Recon Plane Coronal Coronal Axial Axial 
Recon Filter Standard Standard Standard Standard 

Recon Slice Thick 0.625mm 0.625mm 0.625mm 0.625mm 
Recon Increment 0.625mm 0.625mm 0.625mm 0.625mm 

Recon ECG Phase N/A N/A 75% 75% 
Recon Time 30sec 45sec 30sec 45sec 

Contrast Material Omnipaque350 Omnipaque350 Omnipaque350 Omnipaque350 
CTDIvol 49.83mGy 65.64mGy 33.95mGy 30mGy 
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Conventional CCTA images are obtained at 120kVp, making 120kVp images appropriate 

for comparison in my work (Funabashi et al. 2004). Virtual monochromatic images are 

theoretically free of beam hardening and therefore of interest for correcting the calcium blooming 

artifact. The 70keV image type was evaluated because it is the effective energy equivalent to 

120kVp for the (average patient) water phantom used to calibrate the CT scanner. The 100keV 

image type was evaluated because the 100keV beam energy penetrates the calcium more easily 

than 70keV, possibly reducing the calcium blooming artifact. For virtual non-calcium image 

testing, Iodine(Calcium) images were evaluated as an attempt to separate out the calcium and 

leave the iodine free of the calcium blooming artifact (Brodoefel, Burgstahler, et al. 2008; Choi et 

al. 2004). Iodine(HAP) images were also evaluated as a virtual non-calcium images since HAP 

represented calcium in the calcified vessel phantom. 

 

5.3.2 Calcium Blooming Artifact Phantom Tests 

In order to visualize the calcium blooming artifact and test the DECT image types, a 

calcified vessel phantom was created that combined an iodine filled tube inside of a HAP filled 

tube (iodine in Omnipaque350; GE Healthcare, Princeton, NJ) (HAP; Berkeley Advanced 

Biomaterials, Berkeley, CA). The iodine tube had a known inner diameter of 1.9mm, a wall 

thickness of 0.2mm, and an iodine contrast material of 400HU (as measured with 120kVp). The 

outer HAP tube had a known inner diameter of 10mm and calcium HAP material of 700HU (as 

measured with 120kVp) (Leber et al. 2005). Both tubes were made of polypropylene. The 

phantom was scanned in a 25cm diameter by 20cm long water bath both with the “Phantom 

120kVp Scan” protocol and with the “Phantom DECT Scan” protocol from Table 5.1. Figure 5.2 

shows the calcified vessel phantom and the water bath in which it was scanned.  
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Figure 5.2: Calcified plaque phantom scan setup. The calcified plaque phantom (left) 
shows a calcium HAP section with a known diameter and an iodine section with a known 
diameter. Placing the phantom in the torso water bath (right) provided an experimental 
setup for scanning a contrast-enhanced iodine tube in the presence of highly attenuating 
calcium HAP. 

 

Iodine tube diameter measurements were obtained using polychromatic 120kVp, virtual 

monochromatic (70keV and 100keV), and virtual non-calcium images. Visual comparisons 

involved changing the display window settings and observing the extent of the iodine lumen. 

Quantitative accuracy tests involved measuring five total image types, evaluating iodine tube 

measurement accuracy of the 1.9mm inner diameter iodine tube in the presence of dense 

calcium HAP. Iodine content was measured across several display window range settings, for all 

image types, and final settings were chosen so as to optimize the iodine enhancement near 

calcium. The normalized 100% range setting corresponds to a window with a maximum value 

equal to the maximum value of the calcium. Once this display window setting was determined, 

settings that extended the window beyond and below the maximum calcium value were tested. 

The iodine tube diameter was measured at five window settings, determined as the percentage of 

the window width extending from the background value to the maximum calcium value, for each 

of the six image types: 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% and 125%. For example, the range value of 125% 
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was defined as the nominal value of the maximum calcium intensity minus the background 

multiplied by 1.25.  

For a single image type and display window setting, twenty-five independent 

measurements of diameter were automatically taken along the length of the iodine tube with a 

MATLAB program (MATLAB; Mathworks, Natick, MA). The iodine tube diameter was considered 

to be the linear distance from one side of the iodine to the other side. For 120kVp, 70keV, and 

100keV images, pixels with intensities between the minimum iodine value and the half-maximum 

calcium value were counted as iodine toward the iodine tube diameter measurement, which was 

previously described for iodine measurements by Funabashi et al (Funabashi et al. 2004; Lau et 

al. 2005). For Iodine(Calcium) and Iodine(HAP) images, pixels with intensities above the half-

maximum iodine value were counted as iodine toward the iodine tube diameter measurement, 

which was previously described for iodine measurements by Funabashi et al (Funabashi et al. 

2004; Lau et al. 2005).  

 

5.3.3 Calcium Blooming Artifact Tests in Patients  

Fast switched DECT coronary angiography was scheduled on nine patients with calcium 

scores above 1,000 and under consent of approved IRB. Two patients were excluded from 

analysis due to technology failure. Of the seven patients receiving the “Patient DECT Scan” 

protocol from Table 5.1, data from four of the patients demonstrated severe calcium blooming 

artifacts. Image sets were generated for these four patients, including 70keV images, 100keV 

images, and Iodine(Calcium) images. Visual assessment involved changing the display by an 

experienced cardiothoracic radiologist. Quantitative accuracy testing of the patient DECT images 

involved iodine measurements performed automatically with a MATLAB program at the same five 

display window settings as the phantom measurements: 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% and 125%. For a 

single image type and display window setting, the area of iodine near the calcium was measured 
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using the MATLAB program. For 70keV, 100keV and Iodine(Calcium) images, iodine pixel 

evaluation used the same criteria used in the phantom testing.   

5.3.4 Statistical Tests 

 One way ANOVA and Bland-Altman error analyses were performed on the iodine tube 

diameter measurements recorded for the phantom testing. One way ANOVA was also performed 

on the iodine area measurements recorded for the patient testing. 

 

5.4 Results 

 

5.4.1 Calcium Blooming Artifact Correction in Phantoms 

Figure 5.3 displays four different display window settings for visualizing the calcified 

vessel phantom with 120kVp polychromatic images, 70keV virtual monochromatic images, and 

Iodine(Calcium) virtual non-calcium images. 
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Figure 5.3: The calcified vessel phantom with four display window settings for 120kVp (top 
row), 70keV (middle row), and Iodine(Calcium) (bottom row). The maximum value is the 
maximum window value chosen for that image. 

All of the images in Figure 5.3 are coronal cross sections of the calcified vessel phantom 

having calcium on both sides of an iodine tube. Both 120kVp and 70keV images show a strong 

dependence on the maximum window setting and are vulnerable to calcium blooming into the 

middle iodine region. The Iodine(Calcium) images appear less dependent on the display window 

settings. They avoid calcium blooming since calcium is virtually removed on both sides of the 

middle iodine region. Expanding upon visual observations, Figure 5.4 graphs the mean measured 

diameter values from all image types across the defined display window settings above and 

below 100%. Window range values above 100% extend the maximum window value above the 

maximum calcium or iodine value.  
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Figure 5.4: Results of diameter measurements with single energy and dual energy images. 
Dependence of diameter measurements on display window settings is shown here for 
several image types. The true diameter was 1.9mm, and the measured diameters are 
graphed from across 5 range settings.  

 

In Figure 5.4, the reported diameter values at each window range are the mean values 

from 25 measurements along the iodine tube with the true diameter being 1.9mm. The least 

variability is seen for Iodine(Calcium) and Iodine(HAP). The accuracy of each image type can be 

observed in Figure 5.4 by comparing the image measurements with the known 1.9mm diameter. 

Note that virtual non-calcium images have the closest measurements to ground truth diameter. 

For a 95% confidence interval, the one-way ANOVA (F-Test) results showed strong 

support for statistically significant mean values that differed according to image type (p-value of 

0.6x10-18). Error within a single image type’s measurements was determined using the Bland-

Altman analysis as shown in Figure 5.5.  
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Figure 5.5: The Bland-Altman plots for mean diameter measurement error with the 
calcified phantom. 

 

For the calcified vessel phantom, errors in measured iodine tube diameter ranged from -

38% to 43% for 120kVp images, 3% to 5% for Iodine(Calcium) images, and 5% to 25% for 

Iodine(HAP) images across display window settings. The DECT virtual non-calcium images were 

the image type of least variability.  

 

5.4.2 Calcium Blooming Artifact Correction in Patients  

Figure 5.6 compares visualization of coronary stenosis in a left anterior descending (LAD) 

coronary artery. Each row in Figure 5.6 shows the same coronary artery for a particular image 

type across the five window range settings used to calculate iodine area.  
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Figure 5.6: Patient axial vessel views with window width constant at 600 for 70keV and 
100keV images (top and middle rows, Calcium bright) while the maximum changed from 
high to low. The window width was constant at 50 for Iodine(Calcium) images (bottom row, 
Iodine bright) while the maximum changed from high to low. 

 

The iodine border visually decreases in the 70keV and 100keV images as the window 

range decreases from left to right in Figure 5.6. The bottom row shows Iodine(Calcium) virtual 

non-calcium images but with reduced dependence on display window settings for the 

representation of iodine content. Uniform whitening is apparent in the bottom right 

Iodine(Calcium) image, correctly depicting the true iodine tube diameter. The black and white 

speckle artifact throughout the Iodine(Calcium) images that could hinder measurements was due 

to early DECT image processing. Similar to the phantom measurements, iodine area was 

measured in each of the four patients with severe calcium blooming artifact. Figure 5.7 shows 

results of iodine area measurements from the four patients who demonstrated severe calcium 

blooming artifacts.  
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Figure 5.7: The mean values from measurements at five window ranges on patient images. 
They are reported with error bars representing the standard deviation of the mean values.  

 

For a 95% confidence interval, the one-way ANOVA results show strong support for 

statistically significant mean values that differ according to image type for patient 1, patient 2, 

patient 3, and patient 4 (p-values = 0.07x10-5, 0.05x10-4, 0.05, and 0.01x10-1, respectively). For all 

patients, virtual non-calcium images exhibited the lowest standard deviation. Note that for virtual 

non-calcium images, compared to polychromatic images or virtual monochromatic images, patent 

and obstructed regions are both free of overlapping bright intensities between calcium and iodine, 

presenting only bright iodine for stenosis evaluation. The images in Figure 5.8 show how the 

absence of calcium makes artery diameter measurements easier to perform in the absence of the 

calcium blooming artifact.  
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Figure 5.8: The left main coronary artery shown with a DECT virtual monochromatic image 
(left) and with a DECT virtual non-calcium image (right). The white arrows show where a 
measurement would be made to estimate the patent artery diameter where there is no 
obstruction. The black arrows show where a measurement would be made to estimate the 
artery diameter where there is obstruction.  
 

The left 70keV image in Figure 5.8 has a strong display window dependence that could 

change the perceived percent stenosis. With the calcium removed in the right image of Figure 

5.8, the iodine percent stenosis assessment is less dependent on display window settings. This 

particular patient in Figure 5.8 has calcium deposits to the left of the iodine. Once the calcium is 

removed, the patent region and obstructed region represent iodine with the same diagnostic task 

of measuring iodine free of the calcium blooming artifact. 

 

5.5 Discussion 

 

CCTA has an extremely high specificity to rule out coronary disease (Litt et al. 2012). 

However, the calcium blooming artifact is a significant hindrance in the use of CCTA for patients 

who may have a significant calcium burden. This serves as a major limitation, particularly in 
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elderly population who present with a lot of calcific atherosclerotic disease. CCTA, though with 

great potential, has been mostly useful in patients with low to intermediate risk (Nikolaou et al. 

2003). Various scientific publications have alluded to the overestimation of stenosis in presence 

of significant calcium thus with a lower sensitivity to predict stenosis. The clinical utility of CCTA 

thus tends to utilize the negative predictive value of the modality (rule out disease) while the 

positive predictive value of CCTA has not lived up to its potential (Sajjadieh, Hekmatnia, and 

Keivani 2013). It is shown that, by using DECT, the calcium blooming artifact is removed with the 

image type Iodine(Calcium) since display window settings do not create blooming from calcium 

when altered. 

Aspects of the calcified phantom testing could be improved for future study. Phantom 

measurements quantified iodine tube diameter from a coronal image of a calcified vessel 

phantom, which may not be applicable to institutions that measure iodine area from cross-

sectional images of the longitudinal vessel. Phantom data characterized for accuracy using 

Iodine(Calcium) images were obtained at 65mGy and 49mGy. These radiation doses are greater 

than that used for obtaining patient data at 30mGy. The reduced error range found with 

Iodine(Calcium) images may not be achievable until improved denoising is available for 

Iodine(Calcium) images. The optimization of dose prescription with DECT is ongoing and will 

benefit from denoising techniques (Boas and Fleischmann 2012; Park et al. 2009). 

DECT virtual monochromatic images of patients were shown to suffer the same calcium 

blooming artifact seen with conventional polychromatic images (Figure 5.6) and do not appear to 

provide any advantage for this application. DECT virtual non-calcium images had nearly a 50% 

lower standard deviation (better repeatability) in measurements of calcified stenotic patient 

vessels. The iodine lumen, as measured with the five display window settings, suggests that 

increasing or decreasing window selection does not vary as much as with DECT virtual 

monochromatic images due to the absence of highly attenuating calcium in the DECT virtual non-

calcium images.  
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With DECT virtual non-calcium image types, image quality would benefit from the 

identification of areas where completely subtracted calcium appears as dark regions. These dark 

artifacts can be seen in Figure 5.9 where a calcium deposit has been removed and a darker 

region remains.  

 

Figure 5.9: Dark artifact left from calcium removal. This left anterior descending coronary 
artery has several calcium deposits seen here in a DECT virtual monochromatic image 
(left) and a DECT virtual non-calcium image (right). The white arrow shows one particular 
calcium deposit that appears bright white in the left virtual monochromatic image and 
appears dark when removed in the right virtual non-calcium image. 

 

Without identifying where calcium has been removed in Figure 5.9, the dark region may 

be mistaken to be risky lipid plaque since low-attenuating lipid appears dark in CT data images. 

The removed calcium deposit could be denoted with a color map or an iodine only image 

rendering. Although none of the patients in my study had a comparison from fluoroscopic 

coronary angiography catheterization, future studies would benefit from a comparison between 

stenosis measurements from virtual non-calcium images and from fluoroscopic coronary 

angiography. 
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Measurements from 120kVp, 70keV, and 100keV images underestimated iodine content by 9% to 

70% compared to measurements from Iodine(Calcium) images, supporting an overestimation of 

calcium and stenosis across display window settings. Currently when non-invasive CT exams 

overestimate stenosis to be greater than 70%, patients potentially receive an invasive procedure 

that they may not need. These patients would benefit from virtual non-calcium images, obtained 

with non-invasive DECT, that more accurately measure percent stenosis regardless of dense 

calcium presence. Other patients may also benefit from virtual non-calcium image types for 

correcting the calcium blooming artifact with examinations for aortic stent placement and femoral 

diameter measurements for catheter access (Lau et al. 2005; Tran et al. 2009).  

 

5.6 Conclusions 

Virtual non-calcium images correct for the calcium blooming artifact through the removal 

of calcium in iodinated DECT coronary angiograms. With calcium removed, blood flow 

assessment can be performed using the injected iodine contrast material free from calcium 

blooming and window setting dependence. Virtual monochromatic images are not able to correct 

for the calcium blooming artifact because they are unable to remove calcium and remain 

dependent on window level settings. Confident stenosis evaluation can be achieved with virtual 

non-calcium images because they combine successful visualization of iodine and accurate 

measurement of iodine diameter in any artery of importance, regardless of calcium presence.   
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CHAPTER 6 AIM 4: CHARACTERIZATION OF CORONARY SOFT PLAQUE VULNERABILITY 

WITH DUAL ENERGY CT ANGIOGRAPHY 

 

Coronary soft plaque vulnerability to rupture or erosion is based on the characteristics of 

the soft plaque, some of which can now be measured with dual energy computed tomography 

(CT) angiography: distance between aortic ostium and soft plaque, percent stenosis, and lipid 

content in plaque. Fabricated plaques with known stenosis were measured on center seeking 

curved multiplanar reformats and orthogonal images, but accuracy was low for measurements 

taken on each type of image reformat (10% to 40% error). The image reformats can be used 

qualitatively to convey the distance between the aortic ostium and soft plaque, as well as the lipid 

volume in the plaque. A multiple feature Support Vector Machine (SVM) model was developed to 

quantify the lipid content using dual energy CT images types (4% error). Combining the 

vulnerability parameters developed here could provide physicians with the metrics to determine 

risk of coronary events from a dual energy CT angiogram. 

 

6.1 Introduction 

 

Coronary CT angiography, with single energy CT, provides a non-invasive test for 

visualizing the extent of disease present in the arteries and chambers of the heart (O'Brien et al. 

2007; Gerber, Kantor, and Williamson 2007; Hoffmann et al. 2005). Evaluations made with single 

energy CT angiography assess the viability of the heart, determining if a myocardial infarction has 

occurred and the likelihood of tissues to recover if disease is present (Brodoefel, Burgstahler, 

Heuschmid, et al. 2009; Gerber et al. 2006). One clinical goal that has been difficult to meet with 

polychromatic images from single energy CT is the ability to quantify the risk of future coronary 

events based on the vulnerability of coronary soft plaques to rupture or erosion. Soft plaques are 

early stage atherosclerotic disease and are comprised of both lipid and fibrous content. The 
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current work aims at quantifying soft plaque characteristics for use in assessing the vulnerability 

of coronary soft plaques.  

 

6.1.1 Thin Cap Fibroatheroma of Soft Plaque 

As a coronary soft plaque undergoes the repair process from atherosclerosis, scarring 

occurs across the surface of the plaque that protrudes into luminal blood flow, forming a thin cap 

fibroatheroma (TCFA) that keeps the necrotic core from coming in contact with blood. If the TCFA 

breaks and the necrotic core comes in contact with blood, thrombogenic agents in the necrotic 

core quickly attract inflammatory cells. The exposed necrotic core and attached inflammatory 

cells are vulnerable to detachment from the plaque site and formation of a coronary thrombus. In 

cases of sudden death due to coronary syndrome, coronary thrombus is caused most frequently 

by rupture (55% to 60%), then erosion (30% to 35%), and lastly calcified nodules (2% to 7%) 

(Virmani et al. 2006; Motoyama et al. 2009). The precursor to acute rupture is thought to be 

TCFA surrounding a necrotic core with a cap thickness less than 65µm. Computed Tomography 

(CT) currently achieves spatial resolution no greater than 350µm, which is not high enough to 

quantify meaningful TCFA thicknesses for assessing plaque vulnerability.  

Plaque fatigue and cholesterol crystals have both been identified as possible precursors 

to coronary thrombus formation. Plaque fatigue is defined as an incremental failure progression 

under the influence of repetitive stresses (Versluis, Bank, and Douglas 2006). As the stresses 

increase in number and/or pressure, the plaque fatigues and possibly becomes more vulnerable 

to thrombus formation either by TCFA rupture or erosion at stress sites. Decreasing TCFA 

thickness notably decreases the cycles to rupture. However, CT may not be able to quantify 

fatigue because it begins in plaques with less than 50% stenosis and before patients have 

symptoms like chest pain or decreased cardiac function. Dual energy CT imaging may be able to 

quantify the lipid content in soft plaques in order to identify the presence of cholesterol crystals. 

As lipid content solidifies in the soft plaque, cholesterol crystals are form and begin to expand in 
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volume by as much as 25%. The expansion causes increased pressure on the TCFA, and the 

cholesterol crystals have been shown to pierce fibrous caps due to increased pressure and the 

sharp edges of the cholesterol crystals (Abela 2010; Abela et al. 2009). The main goals of this 

work are identifying possible characteristics of soft plaque, such as morphology and lipid content, 

that measure the vulnerability of soft plaque to coronary thrombus formation. 

 

6.1.2 Soft Plaque Proximity to Aortic Ostium 

Between 50% and 70% of fatal soft plaque ruptures occur in the proximal portion of 

coronary arteries, including the left anterior descending (LAD), left circumflex (LCX), and right 

coronary artery (RCA) (Virmani et al. 2006). The proximal portion of the artery is defined as the 

region close to the aortic ostium where the coronary artery branches off of the aorta. Soft plaque 

location in proximity to the aortic ostium could easily be obtained with CT images. The common 

center seeking curved multiplanar reformat (CSCMPR) already tracks the centerline of each 

coronary artery from the aortic ostium to its distal end, and distance measurements could be 

taken from the CSCMPR image. Distance from the soft plaque to the aortic ostium is commonly 

used to indicate the severity of damage that would occur in the event of a coronary thrombus. 

This is because increasing the proximity to the aortic ostium places the soft plaque where more 

tissues would be cut off from blood supply by a myocardial infarction. 

 

6.1.3 Soft Plaque and Coronary Artery Stenosis 

Coronary artery stenosis can lead to coronary thrombosis or myocardial ischemia. As 

previously mentioned, coronary thrombosis can form before stenosis reaches even 70%, while 

myocardial ischemia occurs with stenosis above 70%. Stenosis above 70% is then considered to 

be hemodynamically significant because it causes myocardial ischemia. In nearly two thirds of 

patients who suffered coronary thrombosis, soft plaques exhibited less than 70% diameter 

stenosis but were characterized by a large lipid core often greater than 40% of the soft plaque 
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volume (Shah 2003). Characterizing soft plaque vulnerability then depends more directly on the 

lipid content of the plaque and not the percent stenosis. This work aimed at determining optimal 

image reformats for measurement of lipid and fibrous content in soft plaque coronary stenosis. 

 

6.1.4 Lipid and Fibrous Classification in Soft Plaque 

 Several methods have attempted to quantify the lipid content present in the coronary 

arteries but were unable to provide accurate quantification with single energy CT polychromatic 

image types (Horiguchi et al. 2007; Hausleiter et al. 2006; Kristensen et al. 2010). Once iodine is 

injected into the blood stream, the coronary CT angiogram images the heart at peak 

concentrations of the blood:iodine mixture in the coronary arteries. The iodine creates high 

contrast between the tissues of the heart and blood:iodine mixture, providing visualization of the 

blood distribution throughout the heart. The blood could not be visualized without the iodine 

because the x-ray attenuation properties of blood and heart tissue are too similar. However, the 

iodine is often so attenuating that it causes beam hardening artifacts which hinder the 

quantification of low attenuating tissues like coronary lipid plaques and fibrous plaques.  

Coronary disease creates soft plaques in the coronary arteries that consist of both more 

vulnerable lipid content (mass density 0.9-0.99g/cc) and less vulnerable fibrous content (mass 

density 1.2-1.35g/cc). In the presence of beam hardening, the soft plaque attenuation may be 

artificially elevated to above the attenuation of water (Brodoefel, Reimann, et al. 2008). In other 

words, the low attenuating soft plaque appears to attenuate more highly than water, which is 

characteristic of a mass density greater than 1g/cc. A single HU threshold for lipid content is also 

not possible because iodine concentration shifts the lipid attenuation distribution and iodine 

concentration changes from patient to patient as demonstrated in Figure 6.2. Quantification of 

more vulnerable lipid plaque is further complicated by the overlap of lipid and fibrous attenuation 

distributions (Nair et al. 2002).  
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Dual energy derived images are investigated here for their ability to reduce beam 

hardening effects and to classify materials through material decomposition. Deaths (US) due to 

myocardial infarction are broken down into 50% from ruptured arteriosclerosis, 30% from ruptured 

atherosclerosis, 18% from eroded atherosclerosis, and 2% from calcified atherosclerotic nodules. 

Classifying lipid content in soft plaque could be used to characterize rupture vulnerability, while 

fibrous content could characterize erosion vulnerability. Lipid plaque has been attributed to 

rupture vulnerability due to the prevalence in coronary thrombi and its formation of cholesterol 

crystals (Shah 2003; Abela 2010). Fibrous plaque has been attributed to erosion vulnerability due 

to its prevalence in coronary thrombi. Whether coronary thrombosis is due to rupture or erosion, 

quantifying lipid and fibrous plaque content is a strong indicator of soft plaque vulnerability. This 

work aims at classifying lipid and fibrous content through classification with SVM utilizing the dual 

energy image types: virtual monochromatic and material basis pair images. 

 

6.2 Research Design and Methods  

 

6.2.1 Fabrication of Phantom Soft Plaques 

Quantification studies using polychromatic 120kVp images show that lipid plaque 

measures 40HU-100HU and fibrous plaque measures 100HU-140HU in the presence of iodine 

(Horiguchi et al. 2007; Hausleiter et al. 2006; Dalager et al. 2011). The studies attribute the 

variation in lipid HU values to a number of variables: beam hardening from multiple levels of 

iodine concentration, HU shift due to plaque location within the injected iodine, HU shift due to 

plaque location within the CT gantry, and HU shift due to amount of plaque present. One 

quantification method automatically colorizes and measures the number of voxels that represent 

soft plaque but relies upon the user to input the HU range that represents soft plaque (Hausleiter 

et al. 2006). This approach has a high margin for inaccuracy given the variability in plaque HU 
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values across patients and does not quantify lipid plaque separate from fibrous plaque (Pohle et 

al. 2007).  

In order to test classification of lipid and fibrous plaques with single energy CT and dual 

energy CT, coronary plaque phantoms were designed and fabricated for use in the previously 

built anthropomorphic beating heart phantom (Boltz et al. 2010; Pavlicek et al. 2008). The 

phantom plaques were designed in a 3D computer aided design environment called SolidWorks 

with designs for phantom plaques to fit in each coronary artery of the beating heart phantom: 

LAD, LCX, and RCA (Dassault-Systemes-SolidWorks 2008). 

 

Figure 6.1: SolidWorks design for soft plaque phantoms. This design creates a plaque with 
a known 40% stenosis and a 3.5mm outer diameter.  
 

Once the design from Figure 6.1 was created, dimensions could be changed to create 

different percent stenosis plaques as well as different outer diameters depending on the diameter 

of the vessel of interest. Phantom soft plaques were fabricated with mass densities of 0.92g/cc, 

0.96g/cc, and 1.2g/cc as well as stenoses in each artery of 40%, 60%, and 80% by diameter. 

These stenosis values were chosen for testing image measurements near the 70% 

hemodynamically significant threshold. The known outer diameter of each plaque made it 

possible to place plaques either proximally or medially in the phantom heart. Once deployment of  
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phantom plaques into the heart was achieved, the known density and volume of each plaque 

could then be compared between SVM models from single energy CT and dual energy CT. 

6.2.2 Stenosis Measurements with Phantom Soft Plaques 

After fabricating the phantom soft plaques, a study was conducted to determine the best 

image plane for measuring stenosis created from the phantom plaques. CSCMPR images and 

images orthogonal to CSCMPR (OCSCMPR) images were constructed as image planes for 

testing stenosis measurements, chosen for their targeted visualization of coronary blood flow and 

plaques. Several considerations are made to assess soft plaque vulnerability to coronary 

thrombosis, including plaque proximity to the aortic ostium, whether stenosis is less than or 

greater than 70%, and whether the lipid content is greater than 40% of the soft plaque volume. 

Proximity to aortic ostium is automatically calculated in the formation of CSCMPR images, but 

stenosis and lipid content require user input and sophisticated classification methods.  

Stenosis measurements were performed on CSCMPR and OCSCMPR images of the 

phantom soft plaques in the phantom heart. Reviewers included two radiologists and two 3D 

technologists experienced in cardiac measurements, and they measured the diameter of the 

patent region and the diameter of the stenosis region. The reviewers received images of plaques 

from a coronary CT angiogram performed on the phantom plaques and heart. Table 6.1 shows 

the plaques included for reviewers to measure.  
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Table 6.1: Soft plaque distributions deployed for plaque quantification testing. For 
example, Test 1 deployed 3 plaques in the phantom with a phantom plaque in the LAD that 
measured 0.92g/cc and 40% stenosis.  

 LAD Phantom 
Plaque 

LCX Phantom 
Plaque 

RCA Phantom 
Plaque 

Test 1 
0.92g/cc 

40% stenosis 

1.2g/cc 

60% stenosis 

0.92g/cc 

80% stenosis 

Test 2 
0.96g/cc 

40% stenosis 

0.96g/cc 

60% stenosis 

0.96g/cc 

80% stenosis 

Test 3 
1.2g/cc 

40% stenosis 

0.92g/cc 

60% stenosis 
None 

Test 4 
0.92g/cc 

80% stenosis 

0.92g/cc 

80% stenosis 

0.92g/cc 

40% stenosis 

Test 5 
0.96g/cc 

80% stenosis 

0.96g/cc 

80% stenosis 

1.2g/cc 

80% stenosis 

Test 6 0.92g/cc 

60% stenosis 

1.2g/cc 

40% stenosis 

1.2g/cc 

40% stenosis 

Test 7 
0.96g/cc 

40% stenosis 

1.2g/cc 

60% stenosis 
None 

 

 The plaques described in Table 6.1 included all densities in all coronary arteries and 

stenosis above and below 70% in all coronary arteries. Once the reviewers had measured 

stenosis in all plaques, t-tests were individually performed on all plaques of the same density and 

stenosis in order to determine if there was a difference in the measurements made with CSCMPR 

images versus OCSCMPR images. Then Bland-Altman error was calculated to compare the error 

found with each image type. 

 

6.2.3 Lipid and Fibrous Classification in Patient Soft Plaques 

Lipid quantification was attempted with dual energy CT as a multiple step process: inject 

iodine for plaque visualization, classify plaque pixels based on training data, and quantify the 

amount of lipid present in plaque pixels. Although increased lipid levels are a strong indicator of 

vulnerability to coronary thrombosis, lipid quantification has not been accurate enough with single 
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energy CT to be incorporated into the conventional coronary CT angiogram evaluation (Kitagawa 

et al. 2009). Lipid plaque has a lower mass density (0.9-0.99 g/cc) than water (1.0 g/cc), but in 

the presence of iodine, lipid plaque measures between 40HU to 100HU with 120kVp imaging 

while water measures between -5HU and 5HU. Figure 6.2 shows the variability in patient soft 

plaque measurements as iodine content changed between patient scans. 

 

Figure 6.2: Patient soft plaque distributions in increasing iodine amounts. Measurements 
are taken in varying amounts of iodine from no iodine present to 600HU iodine content. 
 

The three image types in Figure 6.2 have soft plaque measurements that varied in 

response to the iodine content present. Measurements from 120kVp support that soft plaque 

without iodine present elevates from 0HU to as much as 60HU in the presence of iodine. The 

variability in soft plaque pixel values was also seen in the measurements from 70keV and 

Carbon(Iodine) images, which was compelling support for using a classification system with 

several dual energy image types (Liaw and Wiener 2002; Schoenhagen, Barreto, and Halliburton 

2008; Schroeder et al. 2004; Tkaczyk and Langan 2009). The training data sets for SVM 

consisted of the phantom lipid and fibrous plaques scanned within the phantom heart and thorax. 

Single energy and dual energy scans were performed on the phantom soft plaques as outlined in 

Table 6.2, then SVM analysis calculated the specificity and error exhibited by measurements with 
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single energy versus dual energy images. An expanded list of parameters for phantom plaque 

scans is given in Table 6.3. 

Table 6.2: Testing parameters for soft plaque classification scans. For example, Scan 5 
scanned phantom lipid and fibrous plaques with 350HU iodine content in the phantom 
coronaries, 120kVp CT acquisition, and 23mGy radiation dose.  

 Iodine Content CT Acquisition Radiation Dose 

Scan 1 Saline Only 120kVp 23mGy 

Scan 2 Saline Only DECT 19mGy 

Scan 3 200HU 120kVp 23mGy 

Scan 4 200HU DECT 19mGy 

Scan 5 350HU 120kVp 23mGy 

Scan 6 350HU DECT 19mGy 

Scan 7 350HU 120kVp 14mGy 

Scan 8 350HU DECT 29mGy 

Scan 9 350HU DECT 63mGy 
 

Building an SVM classifier to be used on patient data required identifying the image type 

features that reduced error, selecting a classification kernel, and optimizing the parameters of the 

classification kernel. Using the training data scans explained in Table 6.2, the total number of 

false negatives was calculated for single energy and dual energy image types using single 

feature SVM. Lipid content indicates highest risk of coronary events, and the more false 

negatives exhibited by an image type, the more lipid that would be missed by measurements with 

that image type. Once the false negatives were calculated, image types that minimized false 

negatives were used for multiple feature SVM, utilizing the radial basis function (RBF) as 

suggested by previous work (Hongzong et al. 2007).  

For 120kVp feature consideration, the SVM classifier was built with Scan 5 (5% Iodine, 

23mGy) and tested on Scan 3 (2.5% Iodine, 23mGy) as well as Scan 7 (5% Iodine, 14mGy). For 

dual energy feature considerations, the SVM classifier was built with Scan 6 (5% Iodine, 19mGy) 

and tested on Scan 4 (2.5% Iodine, 19mGy) as well as Scan 8 (5% Iodine, 29mGy), performing 

the tests individually on virtual monochromatic images 50keV to 140keV in 10keV increments and 
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on material basis images from the materials: water, iodine, calcium, and carbon. Optimization of 

multiple feature SVM involved minimizing error on RBF kernel parameters (e.g. C and #).  

 Under IRB consent, seven patient exams were obtained with cardiac dual energy CT, 

resulting in one data set with soft plaques suspect for lipid content and imaged at two levels of 

iodine content. The scanning parameters used to obtain the patient data were recorded in Table 

6.3. The SVM model built with the features and parameters from Figure 6.6 was used on the 

patient data set with possible lipid plaque to determine the lipid volume compared to the total 

volume of the plaque.   

 

Table 6.3: Patient scan parameters for single and dual energy CT soft plaque testing. 

 Phantom 120kVp 
Scan 

Phantom DECT 
Scan 

Patient 120kVp 
Scan 

Patient DECT 
Scan 

Manufacturer GE Healthcare GE Healthcare GE Healthcare GE Healthcare 

Model Discovery HD 
CT750 64 

Discovery HD 
CT750 64 

Discovery HD 
CT750 64 

Discovery HD 
CT750 64 

Acquisition Cine Cine Cine Cine 
Data Channels 64 x 0.625 64 x 0.625 64 x 0.625 64 x 0.625 

Rotation 0.6sec 0.6sec 0.35sec 0.35sec 
Tube Voltage 120kVp 80kVp, 140kVp 120kVp 80kVp, 140kVp 
Tube Current Varied Varied 600mA 715mA 

Scan FOV 50cm 50cm 50cm 50cm 
Recon FOV 15cm 15cm 15cm 15cm 
Recon Plane Axial Axial Axial Axial 
Recon Filter Standard Standard Standard Standard 

Recon Slice Thick 0.625mm 0.625mm 0.625mm 0.625mm 
Recon Increment 0.625mm 0.625mm 0.625mm 0.625mm 

Recon ECG Phase N/A N/A 75% 75% 
Recon Time 30sec 45sec 30sec 45sec 

Contrast Material Varied 
Visipaque320 

Varied 
Visipaque320 

Varied 
Omnipaque350 

Varied 
Omnipaque350 

CTDIvol Varied Varied 33.95mGy 30mGy 
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6.3 Results and Discussion 

 

6.3.1 Attenuation Measurements of Fabricated Phantom Plaques 

Phantom lipid plaques (0.96g/cc) and fibrous plaques (1.2g/cc) were imaged with the CT 

protocols described in Table 6.3 in the absence and presence of iodine. Attenuation values for 

each plaque type were then plotted in Figure 6.3 for no iodine present, 200HU iodine content 

present, and 350HU iodine content present. The box plots show variation in the plaque types’ 

measured attenuation values in relation to beam hardening from iodine and changing radiation 

dose.  
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Figure 6.3: Box plots of lipid and fibrous phantom plaques captured in single energy and 
dual energy images. 
  

The 120kVp box plot in Figure 6.3 shows a nearly 50HU separation between lipid plaque 

and fibrous plaque when iodine is not present. When 200HU and 350HU iodine content is added, 
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the lipid and fibrous distributions have almost complete overlap of values. This overlap is the 

reason that single energy HU values alone can not be used to characterize lipid plaque 

separately from fibrous plaque. The 70keV box plot shows almost equivalent trends with lipid and 

fibrous distributions separated when no iodine is present and overlapping when iodine is present. 

Changing the radiation dose does not appear to have a significant effect on the lipid and fibrous 

distributions. For the Carbon(Iodine) box plot, the lipid and fibrous distributions have a lot of 

overlap but tend to remain in the same range between 200HU iodine and 350HU iodine. No 

single image type successfully separates lipid and fibrous plaques for accurate quantification. For 

this reason, several virtual monochromatic and material basis image types were used to develop 

an SVM model that could reliably classify lipid and fibrous plaques for quantification.  

 

6.3.2 Stenosis Measurements with Phantom Soft Plaques 

Phantom soft plaques were deployed in the LAD, LCX, and RCA of the phantom heart. 

The fabricated phantom plaques can be seen in Figure 6.4 with examples for all plaque densities 

and visualization in both CSCMPR and OCSCMPR images. 

 

Figure 6.4: Phantom soft plaques with CSCMPR and OCSCMPR images. Arrows denote 
where OCSCMPR images were reformatted. “A” is 0.92g/cc with 80% stenosis; “B” is 
0.96g/cc with 80% stenosis; “C” is 1.2g/cc with 80% stenosis. 
 

Phantom soft plaques presented the reviewers with plaques of known percent stenosis as well as 

the same iodine content used in patients (400HU as measured with 120kVp). The phantom 
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plaques visualized in Figure 6.4 are deployed in phantom coronary arteries from mold casts of 

patient coronary arteries. The phantom plaques were scanned with the same 120kVp technique 

used in patients and within a phantom thorax that attenuates as a patient thorax would attenuate. 

All of the imaging challenges presented with patients were present in the testing of stenosis 

produced by the phantom soft plaques, including a 60 beats per minute heart rate. The strategic 

replication of the patient imaging challenges was done in order to ensure meaningful results from 

measurements made on the phantom soft plaques. The error in measuring stenosis across 

plaque densities and coronary arteries is shown in Figure 6.5.  

 

 

Figure 6.5: Box plot of error in stenosis measurements for CSCMPR and OCSCMPR 
images. The horizontal axis shows the plaque density type and stenosis percentage for 
the diameter measurements. P-Values (reported in parenthesis) compare means of 
stenosis measurements between CSCMPR and OCSCMPR. The middle bars of the box 
plots represent the median stenosis measurement. 
 

 Phantom plaques are characterized by density-type in Figure 6.5; very low density lipid is 

0.92g/cc, low density lipid is 0.96g/cc, and fibrous is 1.2g/cc. Given the distribution of errors seen 

in Figure 6.5, measurements were not significantly more accurate based on image type or 
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phantom plaque density. After performing t-tests individually on each plaque data set, it was 

determined that stenosis measurements did not consistently differ between CSCMPR and 

OCSCMPR image types as shown by the many high p-values in parenthesis of Figure 6.5. These 

data show that CSCMPR or OCSCMPR images achieve similar error across plaque densities and 

stenosis values. Several factors strongly influenced the reviewers as stenosis measurements 

were made with the diameter technique. Reviewers differed in identifying which portion of the 

plaque exhibited the highest stenosis, changing the location of diameter measurement between 

reviewers. Only a portion of the reviewers magnified the image when measuring stenosis, making 

the distance placement easier than reviewers who did not magnify. 

The large and varying errors seen with this diameter method, along with the strong 

reviewer influence, make it compelling to investigate other methods of stenosis quantification. 

Analysis of iodine and plaque pixels could be used to automatically calculate stenosis values by 

area or diameter (Sato et al. 2008; Gouya et al. 2009). Although diameter stenosis 

measurements are equally poor with CSCMPR and OCSCMPR images, it may be beneficial to 

use both image types for identifying and conveying the soft plaque vulnerability to rupture or 

erosion. CSCMPR images could be used for identifying the soft plaque and obtaining its distance 

from the aortic ostium, while OCSCMPR images could be used to visualize stenosis as well as 

lipid and fibrous content as classified by an SVM model.  

 

6.3.3 Lipid and Fibrous Classification in Patient Soft Plaques 

Measurements of the known lipid and fibrous plaques were made with 120kVp images, 

virtual monochromatic images, and material basis images. After performing single feature SVM 

on each image type individually, 120kVp images were found to have 9% of the pixels 

misclassified as false negatives and a total of 17% error. The virtual monochromatic and material 

basis images that had equivalent or less false negatives/error, compared to 120kVp images, were 

then chosen for building an SVM model. The optimization of the SVM model is seen in Figure 6.6 
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where the testing data set was run 200 times through the SVM model created by the testing data 

set, changing kernel function parameters C and/or # for each iteration.  

 

Figure 6.6: Optimization of the SVM model. RBF kernel features were optimized using the 
training data scans explained in Table 6.2. Error was minimum (4%) for SVM classification 
with RBF parameters of C = 20, and ! = 0.9. 
 

 The optimal SVM classification model was determined to be with RBF kernel parameters 

of C  = 20 and # = 0.9, achieving a 4% total error on the testing data set. These parameters were 

then used to classify lipid and fibrous pixels in patients. The patient images were reformatted to 

visualize the soft plaques present, and all pixels of a given soft plaque were measured for 

classification after excluding pixels representing iodine. Soft plaque identification required 

visualizing the plaque as protruding into the lumen, which was accomplished with the CSCMPR 

image type shown in Figure 6.7 (left). This image type was also optimal for quantifying the 

distance from the aortic ostium for the soft plaque’s location. 
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Figure 6.7: Visualization of a coronary soft plaque (arrow on left image) using a CSCMPR 
image (left) and OCSCMPR images (1-4). The straight lines on the left image show where 
OCSCMPR images were reformatted, and the red line is the central line used to reformat 
the CSCMPR images. Gold pixels represent lipid plaque and maroon pixels represent 
fibrous plaque in OCSCMPR images (1-4). 
 

 Figure 6.7 summarizes the results of SVM classification for a patient’s coronary soft 

plaque and serves as a model for conveying the vulnerability of soft plaque to rupture or erosion. 

The patient exam in Figure 6.7 utilized iodine content at 300HU, which is within the 200HU to 

350HU iodine range used in the training data set. A comprehensive reporting of the vulnerability 

to plaque rupture or erosion includes: distance between aortic ostium and soft plaque, percent 

stenosis, and percentage of plaque that is comprised of lipid content. The patient exam from 

Figure 6.7 exhibits 8cm from aortic ostium to soft plaque, 40% stenosis, and 35% lipid volume to 

total volume. The distance from aortic ostium to soft plaque and percent stenosis are easily 

captured with minimal input in measuring software. The 35% lipid volume is calculated from the 

optimized SVM model. Even though the patient soft plaque in Figure 6.7 has lipid content, the 

vulnerability to rupture or erosion is moderate based on the lipid volume being below 40% as well 

as the large distance from the aortic ostium to the soft plaque. The strongest indicator of rupture 

vulnerability is the extent of lipid content present, which has not been possible with single energy 

CT techniques.  
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6.4 Conclusions 

Soft plaque vulnerability to rupture is heavily dependent on lipid content, while 

vulnerability to erosion is more heavily dependent on distance from soft plaque to aortic ostium 

and percent stenosis. Measurements with CSCMPR and OCSCMPR images both achieved low 

accuracy of percent stenosis with the use of manual operator measurements and not automated 

algorithms. However, it may be beneficial to use these image types qualitatively to identify and 

convey the vulnerability characteristics of soft plaques. Distance from aortic ostium, percent 

stenosis, and lipid content were ideally conveyed for a patient’s coronary soft plaque with the use 

of CSCMPR images and OCSCMPR images. The SVM model developed here exhibited only 4% 

error for classifying lipid and fibrous plaques in the presence of 300HU iodine content, showing a 

35% lipid volume in patient data and associated moderate vulnerability of the plaque to rupture or 

erosion. 

 

6.5 Clinical Significance 

Soft plaque vulnerability and risk of coronary events remain crucial clinical goals of the 

CT angiogram (Brodoefel, Burgstahler, Sabir, et al. 2009). This work successfully calculates lipid 

content based on SVM classification and dual energy CT data for the purpose of soft plaque 

vulnerability characterization. This work also shows how CSCMPR images could be used for 

identifying the soft plaque and obtaining its distance from the aortic ostium, while OCSCMPR 

images could be used to visualize stenosis as well as lipid volume. These parameters combined 

provide the physician with the metrics for developing scores that quantify risk of coronary events 

due to plaque rupture or erosion. The greatest significance of the vulnerability metrics formulated 

here is the ability to take the metrics and develop a coronary risk score that can be calculated as 

part of the CT angiogram.  
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CHAPTER 7 FUTURE WORK AND CLINICAL APPLICATIONS 

 

There is a mix of clinical goals and engineering solutions throughout this body of work. 

Physicians attempt to diagnose the severity of coronary artery disease while CT angiography 

provides visualization of morphology, blood flow, and density of plaque present. This body of 

work aimed at shifting what is provided to the physician from CT angiography, using dual energy 

images to correct for highly attenuating coronary plaques and to quantify vulnerable soft plaques 

even to produce a percent lipid volume value. My work succeeds at providing the physician with 

more quantifiable measures of coronary disease severity for a subset of patients, but expanding 

my work could make these metrics available for a significant number of patients. 

 

7.1 Aim 1: The Anthropomorphic Beating Heart Phantom 

Multiple clinical questions have been answered with the fabricated beating heart phantom 

in this work. It was determined, using the heart phantom, that a steady heart rate and less than 

75bpm were the criteria for a patient to be scanned with the low dose prospective cardiac CT 

technology.  The phantom was then used to test stent imaging technologies in CT and 

interventional fluoroscopy as well as stenosis and lipid volume measurements for Aim 4. Plaque 

fabrication was also successfully completed for the heart phantom, and expanding the heart 

phantom’s utility to include the effects of calcium plaques on soft plaque classification would be 

worthwhile. The results for lipid volume presented here include the confounding effects of iodine 

and radiation dose but would benefit from calcium plaques present in the heart phantom. Known 

percent stenosis calcium plaques could also be used in the heart phantom for increasing the 

number of phantom trials that validate the virtual non-calcium images tested here for calcium 

blooming artifact correction. The clinical cases reviewed here had a few instances of soft plaques 

in direct contact with highly attenuating calcium, and patient lipid volume classification would be 

more robust if it accounted for dense calcium. 
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7.2 Aim 2: Coronary Calcium Plaque Scores with Dual Energy CT Angiography 

The conventional Agatston score was validated here for the first time from a CT 

angiogram using a dual energy acquisition. My method obtained an Agatston score from one 

iodinated dual energy scan with ±11% error (Bland-Altman) after testing the method on eleven 

patient coronary arteries. One possible source of error was discovered when scanning the Cardio 

CT Phantom, from Quality Assurance in Radiology and Medicine (QRM), used to compare 

Agatston calcium scores from different vendors, different post-processing computers, and 

different operators (McCollough et al. 2007; QRM 2006). The QRM Cardio CT Phantom has 

inserts with three different diameters and three different HAP densities 200mg/cc, 400mg/cc, and 

800mg/cc. While comparing 120kVp, 70keV, and Calcium(Iodine) images of the QRM Cardio CT 

Phantom, it was discovered that the lowest density HAP inserts were not present in the 

Calcium(Iodine) images as shown in Figure 7.1.  

 

Figure 7.1: The QRM Cardio CT Phantom is prepared with the calcium HAP inserts. In each 
image, the three top left inserts are all 800mg/cc HAP; the three top right inserts are all 
400mg/cc HAP; and the three bottom inserts are all 200mg/cc. 
 

 Derivation of the Calcium(Iodine) image type includes several input parameters, including 

elemental calcium density and elemental calcium attenuation values representative of the density 

specified. Future tests could incorporate varying levels of elemental calcium density, which could 

change the presence or absence of calcium pixels in the Calcium(Iodine) image. Once a value is 

chosen for elemental calcium density that appropriately assigns calcium pixels, the error seen 
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with my method could be reduced. My method would also benefit from testing on more patient 

coronary arteries as the Agatston score is an established clinic score for diagnosis and prognosis 

of coronary calcium disease.  

 

7.3 Aim 3: Calcium Blooming Artifact Correction with Dual Energy CT Angiography 

Coronary artery stenosis evaluation is not possible in the presence of severe calcium 

blooming artifacts, and dense calcium that causes blooming is common among patients 

presenting with symptoms indicative of a coronary event. My work conveys for the first time the 

major factor that causes the blooming artifact. Window and level settings are the major factors 

that cause the calcium blooming artifact. The virtual non-calcium images, tested for Aim 3, correct 

for the calcium blooming artifact by removing calcium from the image, but my method has not 

been improved with reduced image noise or tested against the gold standard of coronary 

fluoroscopic angiography. Since the completion of my tests with virtual non-calcium images, 

significant noise suppression algorithms have been developed that would greatly increase the 

image quality of virtual non-calcium images as well as lowering the radiation dose required to 

obtain the dual energy images. Aim 3 would also benefit from performing fluoroscopic 

comparisons on patients and additional controlled comparisons on fabricated calcified vessel 

phantoms. 

 

7.4 Aim 4: Coronary Soft Plaque Vulnerability Characterization with CT Angiography 

My work for Aim 4 achieves a percent lipid volume that accounts for iodine content 

between 200HU and 350HU. Using the multiple feature SVM model improves upon the 17% 

misclassification error measured with 120kVp images and achieves 4% misclassification error 

with the combination of virtual monochromatic and material basis images. The percent lipid 

volume could be used clinically for risk of a coronary event because lipid volumes above 40% are 

more vulnerable to rupture. However, the tests performed here were on patient data with 300HU 
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iodine content and subsequent patients have had iodine values as high as 600HU. In fact, the 

patient used to demonstrate the use of the SVM model had a scan with both 300HU and 600HU 

iodine content. Figure 7.2 shows classification on both scans produced different lipid volume 

percentages in the presence of elevated iodine content. 

 

 

Figure 7.2: Results from SVM classifier run on same patient with a data set of 300HU (left) 
iodine content and 600HU (right) iodine content. 
 

 With 300HU iodine content surrounding the patient soft plaque, the SVM model classifies 

35% of the plaque to be lipid whereas 13% are classified lipid when there is 600HU iodine 

content present. Previous studies and my own comparisons show the dependence of soft plaque 

attenuation measurements on plaque location in the gantry, amount of plaque present, and iodine 

concentration present. Future work would aim to more accurately measure lipid content with 
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individual models for varying iodine content present. For instance, my model already measures 

the iodine present to exclude iodine pixels from classification but it could also apply an SVM 

model with iodine content training data representative of the iodine measured. Non-invasive risk 

assessment of coronary soft plaques could be achieved for the first time with the use of SVM 

models like the one presented here and SVM models that account for varying iodine content from 

patient to patient. 
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